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Nation and Nationalism in Modern Chinese History1 

One of the most complex concepts that has influenced modern Chinese political thought is the con-
cept of nation.2 Originally of European provenance, nation entered the mind of Chinese intellectuals 
as a concept in the late 19th century.3 It became part of major political campaigns in the 20th century, 
including anti-Manchurism in late imperial China, the nation building in the Republican period and 
the national liberation campaign under the Chinese Communist Party. China is thus no exception, an 
observation that is reinforced by Reinhart Koselleck, who has argued that people (Volk, in a social as 
well an ethnical sense) and nation have been the most central concepts in world history since the 20th 
century. The nation concept found its way to China after the Sino-Japanese War in 1894–1895. After 
being defeated by its former tributary state, the Empire could no longer claim moral or cultural superi-
ority. Accordingly, the traditional world order – known as the all-under-heaven (tianxia ཟс) – 
disintegrated, and in the following decades, the European model of the nation-state replaced tianxia as 
the new leading concept in political thought. After the war, tens of thousands of Chinese intellectuals 
and scholars – many of whom either fled to Japan due to the suppression of the Hundred Days’ Re-
form in late 1898 or were sent by their provincial or the central government to study there – sought 
knowledge for building a prosperous country and a strong army (fuguo qiangbing ሂുᕭޫ)4 and 
making China successful in the struggle for survival as a nation state. Japan proved to be an influential 
role model5 as it had experienced rapid modernization success since the Meiji Restoration (Meiji ishin 
᱄⋱㏣᯦) in 1868, which not only revived imperial rule, but also introduced enormous changes in 
the political and social structure leading to the creation of the first nation-state in East Asia.6  

The influx of new knowledge that had already started slowly in the decades after the Opium 
Wars began to increase by leaps and bounds after 1895. It was then that nationalism and social Dar-

 
__________________________ 

1  In writing this article, I based on the earlier research of Huang Xingtao and Wang Ke. I am grateful to Shen Sung-chiao 
and Murata Y!jir" for their stimulating discussion some years ago. I also thank Hon Tze-ki and Kai Vogelsang for their 
comments and suggestions on an earlier version of this paper, as well as the two anonymous reviewers.  

2  In the following, nation and the related terms should be understood with caution, for their conceptual use and under-
standing differs between Europe (the place of its origin) and the country analyzed here.  

3  On the transfer of the nation concept to China, see K.W. Chow 2001, Fitzgerald 1995, Liu Qingfeng 1994, Shen 
Songqiao 2002 and Wang Ke 2001.  

4  This slogan was widespread in the late imperial era as a reaction to the imperialist aggression that seemed to endanger the 
national survival of China. Liang Qichao, in his own account, wrote a short piece in 1901 entitled “Fuguo qiangbing” in 
his longer work On Liberty (Ziyoushu 㠠⭧ᴮ), which was published serially from March 1899 to March 1900 in the 
Qingyi bao. He reflected on the question of which nation would survive in the future and on the importance of material 
wealth and military strength. See Yinbingshi wenji, vol. 4, 2301.  

5  For more on this topic, see Harrell 1992, F.Q. Huang 1982, and Sanet" Keish! 1981.  
6  Current research holds that nation appeared in the Japanese language earlier than in the Chinese due to the fact that the 

successful Meiji Restoration managed to instill a national consciousness comparatively earlier (Huang Xingtao 2002, 
Fang Weigui 2002, Jin Guantao and Liu Qingfeng 2006). For a conceptual history of nation in Japan, see the impressive 
study of Doak 2007. 
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winism (both of European origin) began to put their world view into question, which plunged Chi-
nese thinkers into a deep intellectual crisis.7 According to Joseph Levenson, this was the reason for the 
“intellectual alienation from traditional Chinese culture,”8 which both caused and provided the con-
tent for later Chinese nationalism and the quest for national identity.9 In the search for a sound and 
convincing self-understanding, intellectuals developed discourses of ethnicity that were designed to 
provide assurances to those reeling from the Western impact. When their own imperial government 
failed to respond to the fear that China might be “carved up” by the imperialist nations, their national-
ism was soon directed against the ruling Manchu elite, who were ethnically distinct from the majority 
population, the Han. While the sense of alienation from the ruling elite ended in 1912 with the 
founding of the Republic of China, it persisted with regard to the Confucian tradition and efforts 
were made to cope with it in the Kuomintang’s (KMT) national modernization program. After the 
Northern Expedition (1926–1928), which ended the rule of warlords, the KMT pursued a variety of 
nation-building policies that included economic, educational, military and social reforms. These 
policies experienced a serious setback, however, not only due to the Japanese invasion in the 1930s,10 
but also ethnocentric bias that favored Han Chinese over ethnic minority groups. This ethnocentrism 
changed when the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) entered into the war for national liberation 
(minzu jiefang ≇ᰅ䀙᭴). In contrast to the KMT, the communists were eager to solicit the support 
of ethnic minorities (shaoshu minzu ቇᮮ≇ᰅ, itself a communist term) in their fight against “feudal-
ism,” “imperialism,” and “capitalism.”11 When the so-called national liberation was achieved in 1949,12 
nation was no longer defined ethnically, but in terms of class. Only those with the correct proletarian 
class background could be members of the nation, which in principle included the ethnic minorities. 
With the death of Mao Zedong in 1976 and the introduction of market reforms in 1978, class disap-
peared as the primary category of nationhood and was replaced by a sense of ethnicity that emphasized 
nation over class (without, however, always clarifying its contents; more often than not, it equaled 
patriotism).13 For Chinese ethnic minorities today (the country currently claims to be home to a total 
of 56 ethnic groups), ethnicity is the primary marker of distinction (with culture being its most often 

 
__________________________ 

07  The ideas of Charles Darwin and his successors in the field of sociology were introduced to China by the efforts of Yan 
Fu ೪ᗟ�(1854–1921), who published his translation of Thomas Huxley’s Evolution and Ethics in 1898 and Herbert 
Spencer’s The Study of Sociology in 1902.  

08  Levenson 1968, Vol. 1, 95. The sense of alienation caused a great feeling of insecurity among intellectuals in that period 
when they were compelled to reorient themselves in a rapidly changing world order. Compare here for instance the psy-
chological tensions that Liang Qichao describes in his “Sanshi zizhuan” пॷ㠠۩ (“Autobiography at Thirty”). See 
Yingbingshi wenji, vol. 4, 2222–2226. 

09  For a similar interpretation, see Chen Tingxiang and Zhou Ding 2008, and the chapter on tianxia in Jin Guantao and 
Liu Qingfeng 2008.  

10  For the nationalism of this period cf. Fitzgerald 1996.  
11  The term “ethnic minorities” is a deliberate creation of the Chinese Communist Party. On the issue of communist 

ethnopolitics in general, see X.Y. Liu 2004. Instructive here is also the new study by Thomas Mullaney on the 1954 eth-
nic classification project.  

12  Admittedly, “national liberation” is a communist slogan intended to legitimize the rule of the CCP. The extent to 
which the events of 1949 represented an actual liberation is questionable. A short yet critical assessment of the use of the 
ideological category “liberation” is provided in Esherick 1995. For an overview on the Sinicized Marxism and the na-
tional question in general, see Hoston 1994.  

13  On the revival of ethnicity in 1970s and 1980s China see Litzinger 1998.  
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cited feature).14 This change has created severe problems resembling those that existed when national-
ism was first introduced in the late imperial period, specifically concerning how far ethnicity can and 
should serve political ends. For maintaining national unity, the CCP obviously still does not favor 
construing ethnicity in a political sense among its minorities.15  

Given the fact that the concept of nationalism figured continuously in Chinese political dis-
course throughout the 20th century (both the KMT and the CCP relied on nationalism as an im-
portant tool in political movement), this paper will certainly not be able to provide a complete picture 
of how “nation” and “nationalism” were used as terminology in political discourse. Its purpose is rather 
to focus on the formative period of the nation concept, when it traveled from Europe to China, and to 
highlight both the semantical and epistemological issues that Chinese intellectuals faced when ambi-
tiously trying to appropriate a non-indigenous concept and use it for their own political purposes. I am 
going to show that the transfer of the nation concept faced severe problems due to the unique histori-
cal situation of late imperial China, where state and nation were conceptually interwoven, making the 
reception of a European concept especially difficult. Indeed, a great deal of creativity was necessary to 
make “nation” work in the Chinese context.  

Research on the origin of Chinese nationalism16 (including national symbolism17) has shown 
that the nation concept in modern China was understood primarily in ethnic terms, albeit without a 
sufficiently clear distinction being made between ethnicity and nation. The two concepts were only 
rarely congruent, which made application of the concepts nation and nationalism to the political 
reality of China a challenge. To properly understand the role of nationalistic thinking in Chinese 
modern history, it is necessary to examine the intricate relationship in China between ethnic and 
national identity. In the following, nation will be understood as a normative political idea that is char-
acterized by the congruence of people (renmin Ӱ≇), territory (tudi ൕ൦) and national sovereignty 
(zhuquan ѱ⅀), whereby the state represents the interests of the nation.18 The history of modern 
political thought has shown that a nation can only be successful in securing its existence when it is able 
to establish and safeguard a collective identity based on the congruence of land and people.19 This 
congruence is achieved by homogenization to the inside and a clear delineation to the outside.20 In this 
case, it is imperative to decide who belongs to the nation and who does not – in other words, to make 
sense of the slogan Zhongguo zhe wu Zhongguoren zhi Zhongguo ѣു㘻ੴѣുӰҁѣു (“China is 

 
__________________________ 

14  On how the number of 56 gained widespread dissemination, see the concluding chapter in Mullaney 2011.  
15  For this reason, differences between the ethnicities are largely perceived in cultural terms. Dru Gladney has shown how 

the perception of ethnic minorities by the majority Han ethnicities is actually an expression of a Han-Chinese exoticism 
(and even eroticism). See Gladney 1994. 

16  Dabringhaus 2006, Duara 1995, Fitzgerald 1995, Karl 2002, Laitinen 1990, Liu Qingfeng 1994, Sakamoto Hiroko 
2004, Schubert 2002, Townsend 1992, Wilbur 1983, Wong 1989, Zhao 2004.  

17  Harrison 2000 and 2001, Onodera Shir" 2011.  
18  The political significance of achieving this congruence has already been noticed by Hu Hanmin 㜗╘≇ (1879-1936) in 

his serial article “Paiwai yu guojifa” ᧈཌ㠽ു䳑⌋ (Antiforeign Sentiments and International Law) that appeared in the 
Minbao between 1906 and 1907 (Minbao no. 4, 6–10, 13). 

19  This definition serves first and foremost a heuristic purpose. As shown elsewhere (Fitzgerald 1995, Callahan 2010) all 
three elements have been decisive elements, albeit to varying degrees in the course of 20th century.  

20  This is a classical argument in nationalism theory. Cf. here Deutsch 1972, Anderson 1983, Smith 1971 and 1998. For 
the case of China, see Matten 2009.  
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the China of the Chinese”)21 – and to accordingly propagate this national consciousness.22 As the 
definition of nation tends to change over the course of time and directly influences political behavior, 
it is necessary to examine the impact of the concept of nation. Given that “nation” had to be translated 
into a completely different family of languages (translators had to find new terms for a new idea) to 
make the concept accessible, the rendering was inevitably influenced by the writer’s political views. In 
this paper, I will show how the conceptual use of nation reflected political views that, in turn, were a 
result of specific historical circumstances. This view corresponds to the findings of Jin Guantao and 
Liu Qingfeng (2006). By employing a quantitative statistical method, they propose a methodologically 
different reading of the transformation of the Chinese conception of tianxia and nation. Their data-
base, which covers texts dating from 1860 to 1915 (totaling 70 million Chinese characters), has al-
lowed them to implement a frequency count and meaning analysis of terms that tracks the fall of the 
concept of tianxia and the emergence of the concept of nation.23 Highlighting the shifting frequency 
of the terms tianxia, guojia ുᇬ (“state”), minzu ≇ᰅ (“nation”), wanguo 㩢ു (“ten-thousand 
countries”) and shijie ь⮂ (“world”), they conclude that until China’s defeat in 1894 Chinese intel-
lectuals were deeply embedded in their traditional world order, characterized by the Sinocentric wan-
guo guan 㩢ു㿶. They argue that it was not until 1895 that China replaced this view with the Euro-
pean nation-state concept that followed the logic of nationalism and social Darwinism.24  

Accordingly, a conceptual history in the case of China has to start with an examination of the in-
tricate transfer of the nation concept from the European to the Chinese context. While Lydia Liu, 
Michael Lackner, Federico Masini and Fang Weigui have analyzed in detail the process of translating 
scientific terms from European languages into Chinese, the conceptual history of nation has generally 
received little attention. The problem is far more complex than imagined: Although earlier studies 
have concentrated on the historical semantics and lexical changes,25 they have not adequately dealt 
with the Begriffsgeschichte, or “conceptual history,” of the nation concept. The latter invariably requires 
more than simple semantic or lexical analysis. For instance, whereas intellectual history focuses on 
intellectuals and their ideas, it also neglects the actual impact of the respective concepts on society. 
Likewise, the history of ideas deals mainly with the expression, preservation and change of human 
ideas over time, but it further disregards Reinhart Koselleck’s (1923–2006) insight that language is not 
simply an epiphenomenon of reality. Without it, there would be no knowledge of our world and 
society. Conceptual history sees the etymology and the change of meaning of concepts as a crucial basis 
for contemporary cultural, conceptual and linguistic understanding. It concentrates on the historic 

 
__________________________ 

21  See here the discussion in “Duli shuo” ⦞䃠 (Qingyi bao 58, 24 September 1900).  
22  The means to do so are manifold, ranging from national education and mass media to army conscription. 
23  For a list of the considered texts, see Jin Guantao and Liu Qingfeng 2008, 463–477.  
24  The quantitative statistical method employed by Liu and Jin is very enlightening when analyzing conceptual change. 

However, the problem with this approach is twofold. First, their text corpus does not include all available texts, which 
might distort their findings. While considering more texts could certainly solve this problem, the second problem is 
more complex: due to the overall rise in publications after 1895 (owing to the growing degree of politicization and the 
better access to modern printing technology, esp. in Japan), the frequency of single terms inevitably rises. Accordingly, 
the findings of Jin and Liu should be viewed cautiously, unless one is able to provide a greater degree of reliability by fo-
cusing on a smaller text corpus that allows for better contextualization. 

25  This accounts for Shen Songqiao 2002, Fang Weigui 2002 and Wang Ke 2003. A more conceptual approach to nation 
– yet with a rather weak theoretical apparatus – can be found in the works of Huang Xingtao 2002, Jin Guantao and 
Liu Qingfeng 2008, Chen Tingxiang and Zhou Ding 2008. 
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semantics of terms by analyzing the origin and change of the meaning of terms, while also not neglect-
ing their political and social impact.26 This study intends to fill a gap in the research by applying the 
conceptual history approach formulated by Koselleck to the Chinese context. This will be done by 
means of three analytical steps, namely: 1) examining the lexical change and the emergence of newly 
coined terms for nation, 2) looking closely at the history of semantics after the emergence of the new 
terms, and 3) the emplotment of certain terms as political concepts that influenced thinking and 
action (and vice versa) in the 20th century. These three steps are closely interrelated, because the 
introduction of the nation concept to China was not simply a matter of new semantics, but also an 
issue of conceptual transfer.27  

 
The threshold period in Chinese conceptual history 

The historical events following the First Opium War (1840) had a profound impact on the intellectu-
al history of late imperial China. They ended the century-long tribute system in which non-Chinese 
states were expected to pay tributes (chaogong ᵓ䋘) to the Son of Heaven (tianzi ཟᆆ). No longer 
considered the sole legitimate emperors of the whole world, Chinese rulers had to sign unequal treaties 
with virtually every major European power, Russia and Japan and accept the humiliations of granting 
concessions and ceding colonies on Chinese territory. It was primarily the refusal of foreign powers to 
accept the cultural superiority of China that caused a deep crisis among scholars and intellectuals and 
resulted in a profound interest in foreign knowledge. It was believed that the new learning would 
create a strong and prosperous country able to survive global competition in a world characterized by 
imperialism and social Darwinism. To make this learning palatable, Chinese thinkers had to histori-
cize their traditional values. This happened in a brief but highly influential threshold period (Sat-
telzeit)28 that lasted from approximately 1895 – the year China was defeated in the First Sino-Japanese 
War – until 1919, i.e. the May Fourth Movement. It was during these two decades that China success-
fully reimagined a China without a Confucian heritage (at least in principle) and replaced the imperial 
order of all-under-heaven with the particularism of the nation-state as the primary form of political 
order.29 During these two decades, formerly unknown ideologies (ranging from xenophobic national-
ism to international communism) that questioned the long cherished values were widely disseminated 
in the country. Due to the fact that they entered China simultaneously and did not experience the 
same genesis as in the European context, their appropriation by both intellectuals and politicians was 
highly complex. For instance, the emancipatory potential of nationalism, which played an important 

 
__________________________ 

26  For the relation of the basic concepts in history (geschichtliche Grundbegriffe) to the so-called Cambridge School in the 
history of political thought, see the exemplary writings of Melvin Richter (1990). On the Cambridge School in general, 
see the seminal text by Skinner (1969). A critical assessment can be found in Harlan 1989. 

27  Koselleck (1985) holds that any investigation of a concept can and should never be limited to determining the semantics 
of words and their shifts in the historical process. The central concern of a conceptual historian is not to figure out the 
original, or unchanging, meaning of a word, but to discover exactly its political impact. To this extent, Begriffsgeschichte 
goes beyond simple etymologies and combines the history of semantics and lexicography with structural social history. 

28  In his writings on the history of language, Koselleck (2010) defines the threshold period between 1750 to 1850 as a 
century during which language in Germany changed into the language of modernity, which was accompanied with the 
emergence of new concepts in the field of social, economic and political language. 

29  Levenson (1968) has argued that Chinese intellectuals reacted to the Western impact by virtually abandoning Confu-
cianism and moving it into a museum. For a contrary view on this matter, cf. Schneider 2011. 
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role in Europe from its inception in the Enlightenment, was only partially successful: Even the consti-
tutional movement in the first decade of the 20th century was more interested in strengthening the 
state than in protecting citizen’s rights against the autocratic government. The call for a constitution 
in 1906 was nourished by the wish to maintain the country’s independence against the attacks of the 
imperialist countries.30 To that extent, the nation concept did not gain acceptance vis-à-vis the state 
concept. On the contrary, the survival of the state was seen as an urgent precondition for the survival 
of the nation. The experience with nation and nationalism as concepts was thus less the result of the 
emancipation of an enlightened citizenry, but rather a reaction to the crisis triggered from outside.31 
Koselleck’s insight that the nation is defined in a field of tension between above-below and inside-
outside is therefore only partly true for the Chinese context. In the former case, a population tries to 
emancipate itself from the ruling class and claims rights and duties which are constitutive for its na-
tional consciousness. In the latter case, an ethnic (or cultural or religious) collective fights for its inter-
ests against an outside threat.32 The question remains as to which aspect predominates and to what 
extent they rival each other (if at all). The nation concept caused the intellectuals of the late Qing 
Dynasty to develop an ethnical nationalism that concentrated first on homogenization to the inside 
and delineation to the outside, an experience that had been hitherto unknown. In fact, research has 
shown that these developments triggered a profound intellectual change,33 even if discussions on 
alternative political imaginaries had emerged earlier.34 Instead of presenting an image of a passive and 
receptive China, I argue that the impact during the threshold period was in the first instance a lexical 
one achieved by the introduction of “new terms for new ideas.”35 Much more influential, however, was 
the impact of these ideas which affected a radical conceptual change that, due to its lasting impact, can 
rightfully be called a threshold in the political modernization.  

The following paper is thus concerned with how the introduction of new terms influenced the 
conceptualization of nation and nationalism in its non-indigenous context and with how Chinese 
intellectuals struggled to come to terms with the nation concept (which did not however prevent 
them from relying heavily on traditional conceptualizations, reintroduced in the process of the appro-
priation of foreign concepts). The conceptual transformation of political language in China can be 
grasped by highlighting four heuristic dimensions (developed by Koselleck for the European context) 
that help to elucidate the country’s unique historical situation at the end of the 19th and the begin-
ning of the 20th century. However, as I will show, they are only able to explain the process of political 
thought’s modernization (How is a nation created?), not its results (What is a nation?).36 The heuris-
tic dimensions are as follows: temporalization (Verzeitlichung), democratization (Demokratisierung), 

 
__________________________ 

30  See here the study by Li Xiaodong (2005). 
31  Thus also the conclusion of Fitzgerald 1995 that the state defined the nation in the case of China, and not vice versa. 
32  See the detailed article “Volk, Nation, Nationalismus, Masse” by Koselleck (1984).  
33  Teng and Fairbank 1979, Sakamoto Hiroko 2004, Schubert 2002, Wang Ke 2006. 
34  Yet, even the Taiping Movement that directed itself against both Confucian orthopraxy and the Manchu rule can 

hardly be imagined without the exogenous impact. On the impact, see Reilly 2004 and Wagner 1982.  
35  Mateer 1913. For this argument, see also Lackner, Amelung and Kurtz 2001. 
36  This differentiation is crucial for not blindly applying European concepts to the Chinese context. The enormous 

literature on Chinese nationalism has already shown that both the motivation and process of nationalization follows the 
same logic as its European counterpart, yet without always producing the same results. On this issue, cf. Matten 2009, 
Wang Ke 2005 and Sakamoto Hiroko 2004.  
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susceptibility to ideology (Ideologisierbarkeit) and politicization (Politisierung).37 Temporalization 
involves the observation that tensions arise during a threshold period between past, present and expec-
tations for the future that cause polities to reflect on their future. A typical element of this threshold 
period is the eschatological promise of a better and more desirable future. In the Chinese context, this 
was the desire to found a nation-state, which was considered to be the most progressive and modern 
form of political order. In other words, tianxia was the past and the nation-state the immediate fu-
ture.38 Democratization means that both political and social vocabularies – once specialized and re-
stricted to a small elite – becomes generally accessible. In China, with the rise of print, capitalism and 
the growing availability of publications in the latter half of the 19th century, coupled with the estab-
lishment of a new general school system (starting in 1904) and the abolishment of the imperial exami-
nation system (keju 〇㠿) in 1905, knowledge was made accessible for the general public. Further, 
with the Literary Revolution that replaced the traditional wenyan ᮽ䀶 language with a vernacular 
version (baihua ⲳ䂧, a core demand of the May Fourth Movement), lower strata of society were 
allowed to participate in the public sphere to a greater extent than ever before.39 Susceptibility to 
ideology – the extent to which concepts could be integrated into ideologies – means that political and 
social concepts are no longer understood in the singular. Political values, in other words, are not specif-
ic, but abstract and universal. Traditional social differentiation disappears and the commitment to one 
ideology is demanded of every individual in society, thereby breaking down social and religious barri-
ers. In the case of China, there was no longer an imaginable plurality of identities, but only one nation-
al identity that claimed primacy over alternative, competing identities.40 Finally, politicization means 
that because of the weakening of traditional relationships (often personalized, face-to-face) and social, 
religious and constitutionals groupings (clans, village communities, academic schools, monastic groups 
etc.), more and more individuals become involved in politics that try to convince the majority of the 
populace of certain ideas.41 In a time of greater social and political control in the course of moderniza-
tion in China, individuals could no longer refrain from politics. Starting with the 1920s, both the 
Kuomintang (KMT) and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) were highly interested in reaching 
each individual with their ideology and propaganda.42  

The application of Koselleck’s four dimensions seems straight-forward at first. It would also be 
easy to refute them by pointing out the differences in Chinese modernization. However, given the fact 
that the nation concept was introduced to the decaying Qing Empire when it was in its last decade and 
more than eager to imitate the new model and that China struggled to create a national consciousness 
by propagating a new ideology that pursued homogenization to the inside and a clear delineation to 

 
__________________________ 

37  These four hypotheses are discussed by Koselleck (1972) in his introduction of Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe. On how to 
apply them to the concept of nation, see Koselleck 1984, 147–149.  

38  Significant here is the introduction of teleology in the historical thinking of Kang Youwei, Liang Qichao and most 
certainly since the inception of historical materialism. See here the works on Chinese historiography by Axel Schneider 
(1997) and Arif Dirlik (1978).  

39  See Schwarcz 1986, T.T. Chow 1960 and K.W. Chow 2008.  
40  How the nation superseded all other forms of identity is described by Duara 1995. The replacement of national identity 

by class consciousness in post-1949 was merely a temporary aberration.  
41  Famous here is the study by Eugen Weber (1979). 
42  Every individual was supposed to emulate the correct political consciousness, which is how both KMT and CCP 

imagined their version of national community. The efforts of both parties to establish a national education system are 
symptomatic here. On the general necessity for an evolving nation-state to do so, see Gellner 1983.  
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the outside, it is safe to say that the country shared a conviction of an ideal political order defined by 
these four dimensions. These dimensions, again, are characteristic for the threshold period that signi-
fied the emergence of political modernity. As heuristic devices, they enable us to differentiate modern 
from traditional concepts more clearly. This is important because it makes a substantial difference 
whether a philosopher and classicist of the Late Ming Dynasty such as Wang Fuzhi ⧁ཡҁ�(1619–
1692) despises the Qing for being barbarian (while arguing in a very elitist fashion), or whether a 
scholar and noted anti-Manchu revolutionary such as Zhang Taiyan ㄖའ⛄ (1868–1936) argues for 
an ethnically homogeneous collective.43 The dimensions help to elucidate the nature of conceptual 
change and trace its impact back to the social structure (and vice versa). After all, at the core of concep-
tual history is a very practical concern of historians, namely, the issue of continuity and change, of 
contestation and consensus, with regard to the meaning of concepts in political language. Only then 
can we understand how political behavior is influenced and formed in the historical process.  

 
The nation concept in new terms in late imperial China  

In traditional Chinese texts – those compiled and published before the late Qing Dynasty (i.e. the 
threshold period) – there were ample expressions for social collectives, yet their meanings were unspec-
ified and unrelated to the modern usage.44 What was absent in these terms was a sense of collective 
consciousness that went beyond the face-to-face community or professional, social or religious sub-
groups such as an association of like-minded people (dang 唞, an alternative term for collective in pre-
modern China). Later dynasties – especially those under the attack from outside and those that felt 
the need to differentiate their own people from others (such as the Southern Song and the Late Ming) 
– began to use polysyllabic terms such as minren ≇Ӱ,45 zhongzu つᰅ,46 zubu ᰅ䜞47 and zulei ᰅ五
.48 The late 19th century then witnessed the emergence of binomials such as minzu ≇ᰅ, guojia ുᇬ 
and guomin ു≇, which are neologisms taken over from the Japanese and commonly used for the 

 
__________________________ 

43  Dikötter (1992) and Vierheller (1968) have interpreted Wang’s attitude as an expression of early racism (which is 
actually misleading); Laitinen (1990) and Matten (2009) argue differently. 

44  Single characters such as ren Ӱ, min ≇, zu ᰅ, and lei 五 were used to denote collectives whose members were consid-
ered to belong to a community. Although describing social realities, these terms were largely used interchangeably with-
out distinct definitions. In general, they referred to a group defined by a shared kinship (zong ᇍ). According to the 
Hanyu dazidian, these terms can be defined as follows: 1. Ren refers to a person of noble descent, or to an individual per-
son, 2. Min refers to an unspecified collective, or people, 3. Zu emphasizes ancestry, meaning clan, tribe or family, 4. Lei 
describes a group whose members share certain characteristics, i.e. it is used in the sense of species or kind. 

45  Qingshigao ਨふ (Draft History of the Qing, 24, 920) relates that in the year 1897 the ban on mining in Kebuduozha-
haqinbaoji was lifted for both the Mongolian and the Han people: Ⲯᵠθᕑ〇ᐹཐᵣ૾⊷ሬ⡴ਿ⽜⾷θ䁧㫏Ƚ╘≇
Ӱ䯁᧗Ⱦ  

46  Qingshigao (439, 12406) relates that in a country such as Turkey there are a dozen races, with each having a different 
language and religion: ൕ㙩ެжുҁѣθ࠼ॷᮮつᰅθ䃔䀶ᇍᮏуੂȾ 

47  In Songshi ᇁਨ (History of the Song Dynasty, 9, 189) the commentary on a tribute mission states that the term du 䜳 can 
no longer be used by an ethnic tribe in southeast China as a self-designation because du cannot denote a tribal name, or 
buzuming: 䛑䜞ᐓ㹱Ⲻ俌乎で⛰ɇ䜳㹱⧁Ɉθռɇ䜳Ɉ䶔䜞ᰅθԀࡠȾ 

48  Songshi (266, 9178) advises letting the ethnic tribes exchange what they have and what they do not have, and thereby 
(by letting them sell salt for profit and exchange grain) sinicize them despite their barbarian background: ֵެᰅ五ᴿ❗
Ӛ᱉θ咳ԛҁθ䙐㌝ԛ☕ҁθᖲ䴌䚖θᗻ❬ੇौȾQingshigao (239, 9510) points out that it is better for the 
emperor to issue clear edicts regardless of ethnicity or social status: рᇒⲲ᱄䄣θуᤎᰅ五θу䲆䋪䌚Ⱦ 
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term nation today.49 By approaching the nation concept onomasiologically, I show in the following 
that the use of each alternative term had significant political consequences.50 However, the emergence 
of new terms even in the 19th century did not necessarily mean that there was also accordingly a con-
ceptual change. For instance, when the term minzu appeared for the first time in the Chinese language 
in the text “Yangwu zai yong qi suo chang” ⍁ए൞⭞ެᡶ䮭 (“On Using the Advantages of Foreign 
Things”) written by Wang Tao 丒ൈ (1828–1897) in 1874, its usage was rather old-fashioned:  

China is the largest country in the world, with a huge territory, numerous tribes [minzu], and rich re-
sources. Once we can strive to self-strengthen, the country will be rich and strong, and no other coun-
tries can compete with us.51 

In reference to the quotation, Peng Yingming claims that Wang Tao adopted the concept of minzu 
during his service as translator for the London Missionary Society Press in Shanghai (1849–1862). He 
did this, moreover, despite the fact that he had stayed in Japan for four months in 1879 and might 
have had access to Japanese translations of nation.52 In fact, Wang still used (besides minzu) rather 
traditional terms for denoting barbarian tribes – yi  and man 㹱. Thus although he compared the 
family of nations to the Warring States Period (403–221 BC), it cannot be concluded that he was able 
to imagine a collective that clearly denoted who belonged to the Chinese nation, and who did not. 
What was missing at this point in time was the ideological and political use of the concept in 
Koselleck’s dimensions. He and his peers struggled to give minzu a clear definition in their writings 
and instead used the concept in a rather unspecified way. In contrast, the translation of nation as 
nashen ㍃ង by Guo Songtao䜣⠴ (1818–1891) in his diary of his travels to London and Paris 
conveyed an exotic impression,53 but did not provide a clear meaning of the term. Both examples show 
the considerable difficulty of rendering nation into Chinese.54 Yet, this did not stop Chinese intellec-
tuals from using the term to initiate political changes in the early 20th century.  

 
__________________________ 

49  Another, yet rather seldom used, translation of nation was guozu ുᰅ. Introduced into political discourse by the late 
Qing constitutional movement, it referred to the congruence of the state China (Zhongguo) and its ethnicities (minzu). 
On guozu, see also Shen Songqiao 1997.  

50  The semasiology of these three terms is important insofar as it relates to the definition of nation. 
51  Wang Tao, Taoyuan wenlu waipian, 496: ཡᡇѣുѹཟс㠩ཝҁുҕ, ᑻଗ䚲䰀, ≇ᰅ⇭㑷, ⢟⭘侈ሂ, 㤕㜳жᰜྤ

Ⲳ㠠䳺, ެ ආ㠪ሂᕭ, ཟс⮬㧡㠽乗久ȾThe translation follows Lackner 1998: 333. A similar argument is made by 
Fang Weigui (2002, 33–34), who found minzu in a Chinese translation of the Book Joshua of the Bible. Here it refers 
to the people of Israel, but not their nation. Though both are closely related to each other (as shown by Koselleck), the 
impact of this translation was virtually nil. The translation of the Book Joshua appeared in Dongxi yangkao meiyue tongji 
zhuan ᶧ㾵⍁㘹∅ᴾ㎧㌶۩ (East-West Monthly Examiner, September issue, 1837), published by the German mis-
sionary Karl Gützlaff (1803–1851) in Canton. 

52  Peng Yingming (1985) claims further that Wang Tao did not understand Japanese. In fact, Wang relied mainly on 
Japanese works when writing his Faguo zhilüe ⌋ുᘍ⮛ (History of France, 1871). He was unable to make use of French 
sources because the French Sinologist Stanislas Julien did not want to participate in this project. For Wang’s stay in Ja-
pan, cf. his travel diary Fusang youji ẇ䚀䁎.  

53  Guo Songtao, Lundun yu Bali riji ١ᮜ㠽ᐪ唄ᰛ䁎 (1877). 
54  Likewise, Guo Songtao used transliterations in his diary such as lifaermu ⌋⡴ or lifuermen 䠂㤶⡴䮶 for reform. 

Yan Fu translates revolution as Lifoliuxian 䠂֑⮏亥 in his 1904 translation of Edward Jenks’ (1861–1939) A History of 
Politics (1900). 
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Table I: Translations of nation into Chinese55 

Year of 
Publication 

Translation of the 
term nation56

Source 

1852 ᰅ五*, ു≇*,  
つ五*, ᰅつ*

Wei Yuan 内Ⓠ. Zengguang Haiguo tuzhi ໔ᔙ⎭ുൌᘍ. 

1864 ≇つ Wheaton, Henry [Huidun 义]. Wanguo gongfa 㩢ുޢ⌋, trans. by William A. P. 
Martin [Ding Weiliangз丏㢥].

1868 つ五* Wang Tao ⧁丒. Manyou suilu╡⑮䳞䤺. 
1869 ≇, 䛜, ു, 䛜ു Lobscheid, Wilhelm [Luo Cunde 㖻ᆎᗭ]. English and Chinese Dictionary: with 

Punti and Mandarin Pronounciation / Ying-Hua zidian 㤧㨥ᆍޮ. Hong Kong: 
Daily Press Office, 1866–1869. 

1874 ു* Lemaire, Gabriel, and Prosper Giquel. Dictionnaire de poche Français-Chinois: suivi 
d’un dictionnaire technique des mots usités à l’arsenal de Fou-tcheou /Han-Fa yuhui 
bianlan╘⌋䃔ᖏ㿳. Shanghai: American Presbyterian Press.

1877 ㍃ង*, ᰅ五* Guo Songtao 䜣⠴. Lundun yu Bali riji١ᮜ㠽ᐪ唄ᰛ䁎. 
1877 䛜ു Theodore Dwight Woolsey [Wu’erxi ੩⡴⫳]. Gongfa bianlan ⌊ޢ㿳, trans. by 

William A. P. Martin [Ding Weiliangз丏㢥 [reprint in Han guk k#ndae p$pche 
saryo ch ongs$三ു䘇ԙ⌋ਨᯏਘᴮ (1981)]. 

1881 ു, ു≇ Inoue Tetsujir" Ӌрନ⅗䜄 and Ariga Nagao ᴿ䋶䮭䳺. Tetsugaku jii ନᆮᆍᖏ. 
T"ky".

1882 ≇, ു, 䛜 Kuang Qizhao 䝰ެ➝. Hua-Ying zidian jicheng 㨥㤧ᆍޮ䳼ᡆ. Hongkong, 1923; 
first issue 1882. 

1884 жുⲺӰ* Couvreur, F. Seraphim. Dictionnaire Français-Chinois: contenant les expressions les 
plus usitées de la langue mandarine / Fa-Han changtan ⌋╘ᑮ䃽. Ho Kien Fou: 
Imprimerie de la Mission Catholique. 

1886 ≇*, Ⲵဉ*, ു*, 
䛜*, 䛜ു*, 䛜ᇬ*

Schlegel, Gustave. Nederlandsch-Chineesch Woordenboek: met de Transcriptie der Chi-
neesche Karakters in het Tsiang-Tsiu Dialekt / He-Hua wenyu leican 㦭㨥ᮽ䃔五৹.  

1909 ᰅ五*, ≇ᰅ* Zheng Guanying 䝣㿶. Shengshi weiyan houbianⴑьধ䀶ᗂ㐞. 
1912 䛜ു Giles, Herbert A. A Chinese English Dictionary. Kelly&Walsh, Shanghai.  
1913 ു*, ുᇬ* Tanabe Keiya ⭦䛀ឬᖂ. Hanyi Riben falü jingji cidian ╘䆥ᰛᵢ⌋ᗁ㏉☕䗣ޮ, trans. 

by Wang Wozang ⧁ᡇ㠝. Shanghai: Commercial Press. 
1913 ു≇ Richard, Timothy, and Donald MacGillivray (eds.). A Dictionary of Philosophical 

Terms: Chiefly from the Japanese. Shanghai: Christian Literature Society for China.  
1916 ു≇ Hemeling, Karl Ernst Georg. English-Chinese Dictionary of the Standard Chinese 

Spoken Language [kuan hua ᇎ䂧]: and Handbook for Translators, including Scientific, 
Technical, Modern and Documentary Terms. Shanghai: Statistical Department of the 
Inspectorate General of Customs. 

1921 ≇ᰅ*, ു≇*, ു* Lu Bohong 䲮ե危 and Song Shanliang ᇁ㢥 (eds.). Fa-Hua xin zidian ⌋㨥᯦ᆍޮ. 
Shanghai: Commercial Press. 

 
The examples above show that the transfer of nation to China was a long and arduous process in 
which a clear understanding of the concept was not always possible and there were sometimes also 
misunderstandings and deviating renderings (this transfer was in any event still meaningful, and “fail-
ures” – in terms of making a new term unambiguous – should not be understood as deficits here). In 
order to understand how the concept of nation moved from one cultural context to another, it is 

 
__________________________ 

55  This list has been produced with the help of the WSC Database: “An Electronic Repository of Chinese Scientific, 
Philosophical and Political Terms Coined in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century,” edited by Joachim Kurtz, 
Michael Lackner and Iwo Amelung (2001–present). Online at mcst.uni-hd.de (last access 14 September 2012).  

56  The asterisk shows that the corresponding English term nation is not mentioned in the sources consulted here.  
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necessary to first analyze the historical semantics of the different translations of nation and consider 
changes in meaning and usage.57 As most renderings were neologisms, the popularity of the nation as a 
political concept in China cannot be explained by the simple act of translation, understood as a neces-
sary way to modernize by imitating the European model.58 A better appreciation of how nationalism 
was received in China requires taking a closer look at hermeneutical issues inherent to the process of 
transferring the concept of nation, including the question of how it was applied in politics. Given that 
China had a range of epistemological traditions, its understanding of the European concept of nation 
was highly diversified. When advocating his thesis of the indeterminacy of translation, the American 
logician and philosopher Willard van Orman Quine (1908–2000) argued in his book Word and 
Object that the problem of making insensible things sensible is first of all an epistemological problem. 
According to Quine, there can be different epistemologies that are compatible with the same meta-
physics. As no single epistemology is equal or adequate to a given metaphysics, it is clear that the latter 
is founded on many possible epistemologies and is thus underdetermined by any one epistemology. As 
a result, the transfer of the nation concept necessitated creative thinking, which caused – more often 
than not – confusion on both the terminological and the conceptual level. Therefore, a holistic under-
standing of a concept regarding its relevance to reality, life, and practice may only be achieved when 
taking account of several, differing epistemologies or epistemological principles, and not just one in 
particular. This broader comprehension will be made possible in the following by taking a closer look 
at the different renderings of nation and its usage in various textual sources of late imperial and Repub-
lican China. Here, it will be imperative to take into consideration both historical semantics and the 
hermeneutics related to the act of translation.  

Generally speaking, the translation of European terms formerly unknown in China into Chinese is 
achieved by either borrowing terms from traditional sources and bestowing them with a new meaning 
(zulei, guojia), or by devising new terms (minzu, guomin, renmin). In both cases, an undistorted reception 
of terms is not certain: When choosing traditional terms for new ideas, the translator risks unwanted 
connotations, and when choosing new terms for new ideas (Ada Haven Mateer), it is unsure whether 
they will be completely understandable to an audience. These uncertainties often result in misunder-
standings and misconceptions, which again are a source of conflict.59 They also caused those writing on 

 
__________________________ 

57  Table I shows how translations can vary, and that this is not simply a lexical problem. 
58  In her groundbreaking study Translingual Practice (1995), Lydia Liu points out that the transfer of Western terms is a 

transfer that is deeply permeated by power structures. She proposes the idea of translingual practice in order to raise the 
possibility of rethinking the forms of – what she calls – linguistic mediation between the East and the West (Liu 1995 and 
2004). Influenced by postcolonial theories, she strives to understand the nature of translation, while focusing on the ques-
tion of what kinds of knowledge or intellectual authority the agent of cultural translation draws on in the act of cross-
cultural translation. She warns against taking the notion of commensurability for granted that is created by the conceptual 
model derived from the bilingual dictionary. On epistemological problems of translation in this context, cf. Matten 2004.  

59  Lydia Liu argues that the translation of European knowledge into Chinese came with a high price. She argues (Liu 1999, 
148) “translations often employed neologisms at the expense of intelligibility. Some of the vocabulary seems obscure at 
the time but has since grown self-evident. This is because the words have been gradually assimilated in the language as 
modern China itself underwent massive changes through increased exposure to translations of European texts in the 
past century”. Though Liu is correct in stating that the modern Chinese language is the product of an import of Euro-
pean terms and concepts conveyed by translators, who were at the same time missionaries, imperialists or colonizers, this 
is not necessarily something negative: for whatever political or religious motives these translators may have had, his trans-
lation was an act of border-crossing communication which tried to impart certain knowledge to a new audience. It 
would be misleading to reduce this transfer to a one-sided “act of aggression”. 
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nation in China to reflect on conceptual differences in the varying translations themselves and to avoid an 
overly casual use of nation in political discourse. When a writer discussed nationalism in late 19th and 
early 20th century, he had to consciously decide which term to use, as each had different connotations. 
This resulted in the common practice of discussing nationalism with a definition that guided the reader, 
as in the case of the article “Minzuzhuyi lun” ≇ᰅѱ㗟䄌 (“On Nationalism”) in the journal 
Zhejiangchao ⎏⊕▤ (published by Chinese foreign students in Japan in 1903).60 This became necessary 
not so much because nation was still an unfamiliar concept at that time, but because the number of avail-
able publications dealing with political ideologies became so vast that knowledge correspondingly became 
more heterogeneous and definitions of nation began to vary considerably. Despite this proliferation of the 
translations of the nation concept, there was no explicit need for a higher degree of conceptual clarity or 
consensus. While definitions put down in dictionaries and encyclopedias help to define what a certain 
term signifies, this does not mean that those who use a term for distinct political purposes also have a clear 
understanding of it. As Christian Meier has shown, classical Greek had different political concepts that 
are normally distinguished in modern political language (power, force, violence, rule, domination), but 
were also used synonymously in ancient Greece.61 While this is certainly an expression of the conceptual 
resources available to a social collective, it also shows that an individual can have a concept without having 
a proper word for it (in times of linguistic change, this also might not even result in neologisms). The 
following section takes a closer look at what terms for nation were available in late imperial China and 
how they were used in political language.  

 
The ethnicized nation in the late imperial period 

The most popular translation for nation in late imperial China – minzu – was an ethnic, and among the 
more radical nationalists, a racialized one.62 Minzu proved to be a fairly popular rendering because it 
combined the notion of min (referring to a group of subordinated people without political power) with 
the notion of ethnic lineage, or zu.63 Nation was thus first understood in the sense of ethnicity or race, and 
minzu remained the most predominant term for the ensuing century. In the late Qing period, ardent 
nationalists such as Zhang Taiyan and Liu Shipei quoted from the Zuozhuan ᐜ۩ and referred to zuġto 
prove that racial thinking had existed in China.64 One statement they quoted was “If he is not of our kin, 

 
__________________________ 

60  This monthly journal is characterized by its explicit anti-Manchurian stance. Accordingly, the definition of nation and 
nationalism introduced here (Zhejiangchao 1, “Minzuzhuyi lun”, 3) is a racial one: “To found a nation-state means to 
unify the people of the same race and to differentiate them from people of other racial origin, that is nationalism” ਾੂ
つ⮦⮦つθԛᔰж≇ᰅⲺുᇬθᱥᴦ≇ᰅѱ㗟Ⱦ 

61  See Melvin Richter 1995, Chapter 3.  
62  In the following, I am going to present some quotations that shed a light on the understanding of ethnicity and race. 

While ethnicity accepts the possible existence of different ethnic groups in one polity, a racialized understanding of na-
tion is going one step further by denying this, as most forcefully argued social Darwinist nationalism. Suffice it to say that 
this understanding was very common in the majority of periodical publications at that time, such as in the Ershi shiji zhi 
Zhina 䋩ᤴь㌶ҁ᭥䛙 (1905), Guomin riri bao ു≇ᰛᰛ (1903), Huangdihun 哹ᑓ典 (1903), Hubei xueshengjie 
⒌्ᆮ⭕⮂ (1903), Guocui xuebao ു ㋯ᆮ (1905–1911).  

63  Liu Qingfeng 1994, Huang Xingtao 2002.  
64  Zhang Taiyan uses the expression fei wo zulei in his “Yuzhong da xinwen bao” ⥺ѣㆊ᯦㚔 (“Letter from the Prison 

to the Xinwen bao”), published in July in 1903 in the paper Subao 㰽, where he holds the Manchu foreign rule 
responsible for the weak standing of China. See Tang Zhijun 1977, vol. 1, 233. For the nationalism of Zhang Taiyan see 
Laitinen 1990, Shimada 1990 and Wong 1989.  
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he is sure to have a different mind.”65 It is important to point out – noting that James Legge translated 
zulei here as kin – that the racial connotation is not present in the original text because both pre-imperial 
and imperial China66 could still envision incorporating non-ethnic Chinese into their tianxia,67 as the 
Manchurian Qing Dynasty, which was able to ensure the general acceptance of its rule for nearly three 
centuries (1644–1911), had done. As I will show later, the acceptance of foreign rule weakened in late 
19th century and caused Zhang Taiyan and Liu Shipei to interpret the Zuozhuan quote quite differently 
by introducing the idea of race into it, fully in the spirit of the then prevailing social Darwinist thinking.68 
The reference to ethnicity or race was imported from Europe. For instance, the journal Jiangsu ⊕㰽 – 
published by Chinese students residing in Japan in 1903 – carried an article entitled “Minzuzhuyi” ≇ᰅ
ѱ㗟 (“Nationalism”) that traced the nation concept back to 19th-century Italy, where it referred to the 
unification of several ethnicities into one state.69 Liang Qichao presented a similar view in his influential 
text “Xinmin shuo” ᯦ ≇䃠!(“On the New Citizen,” 1902–1906). He writes: 

What is nationalism? It means to view those of the same race, same language, same religion and same 
social customs as compatriots, who will strive for independence and self-government, create a perfect 
government, and pursue collective interest and protect the nation against others.70 

According to this definition, each minzu is a grouping of people who enjoy certain rights, but have the 
responsibility to preserve national sovereignty and independence.  

Liang was one of the first Chinese intellectuals to provide a clear definition of nation and he includ-
ed it in a political program. Before 1895, he referred sporadically to the nation concept in his writings, and 
only after his exile in Japan did he focus on nationalism explicitly, as in his 1902 review article “Dongji 
yuedan” ᶧ㊃ᴾᰜ (“A critical examination of Japanese book lists”) in the Xinmin congbao ᯦≇ਘ 
(New Citizen Journal)71 and in articles for the journal Qingyi bao 䆦 (The pure opinion).72 While in 
exile, he found the Japanese model of a modern monarchy highly attractive. In 1899, he writes that there 

 
__________________________ 

65  Legge 1860–1872, vol. 1, 354–355 : 䶔ᡇᰅ五θެᗹᗻ⮦ȾCouvreur (1914, vol. 2, 45) translates: “Les princes qui ne 
sont pas issus des mêmes ancêtres que nous ont des sentiments différents des nôtres.” 

66  In the case of the Qing Dynasty, the ruling Manchu imagined their empire as a multi-ethnic one. See the discussion in 
Matten 2009 and 2012.  

67  Dikötter (1992, 2–6) chooses “race” as translation, a translation that he wrongly ascribes to Legge. 
68  In fact, the term zulei – although playing a prominent role in the writings of Zhang Taiyan and Liu Shipei – appears only 29 

times in the dynastic histories. For the impact of social Darwinism in late imperial China, see Pusey 1983 and Dikötter 1992.  
69  Jiangsu 7, 25: The passage reads: ≇ᰅж䃔㿁ӄↆ⍨ᆮ㘻ҁ㪍ᴮȾခӄ㖻俢㾵㡃١ҁާૂㇽѣཐുᇬӰ≇≇ᰅ⡨жȾ

This view might have been influenced by W.B. Lawrence who defined in his annotation of Henry Wheaton’s Elements 
of International Law the nation as a unity of race. He concluded (Wheaton 1863, iii–iv and 33, note 13) that Italy was 
the first nation-state because it had been the first state to successfully gain full autonomy and self-governance.  

70  Liang Qichao quanji, vol. 2, 656: ≇ᰅѱ㗟㘻? ൦ੂつᰅΔੂ䀶䃔ΔੂᇍᮏΔੂ㘈؍ҁӰΔ㿌ྸੂ㜔Δए⦞
㠠⋱Δ㍺㒊ᇂۏҁ᭵ᓒΔԛ䄶ޢⴀ㙂ԌᰅᱥҕȾ 

71  In the review of the book History of Modern Europe, written by the English historian Thomas Henry Dyer (1804–
1888) and others (translated into Japanese in 1883 by Shimada Sabur" ጬ⭦п䜄, 1852–1923). Cf. here issue 9 and 11 
of Xinmin congbao (June and July 1902), reproduced in Liang Qichao quanji, vol. 1, 325–335, esp. 332–334. 

72  For example, in the article “Guojia sixiang bianqian yitonglun” ുᇬᙓᜩ䇀䚭⮦ੂ䄌 (“On the Differences in the 
Changes of State Thought”), dating from 1901. A further proof that the rather ethnically understood term minzu en-
joyed some popularity at the turn of the century are translations of Yan Fu (1854–1921), who did not use minzu in his 
1898 translation of Thomas Huxley’s (1825–1895) Evolution and Ethics [Tianyan lun ཟ╊䄌], but increasingly from 
1904 when he published the translation of Edward Jenks’ (1861–1939) A History of Politics. Compare here the findings 
of Han Jinchun and Li Yifu 1984.  
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are three different forms of government (zhengti ᭵儊) ruling the world, namely, autocratic monarchism, 
constitutional monarchism and constitutional democracy. For Liang, democracies tend to be unstable 
and autocracies oppressive. He thus concludes that a constitutional monarchy is the best system one 
could imagine.73 A few years later – after intensive reading of Rousseau and Hobbes – Liang defined his 
concept of nation in a statist fashion, contrasting his civic nationalism to the ethno-racial nationalism of 
the anti-Manchu movement. In his 1903 article on “Zhengzhixue Dajia Bolunzhili zhi xueshuo” ᭵⋱ᆮ
ཝᇬե١Ჰ⨼ҁᆮ䃢 (“The teachings of the great political scientist Bluntschli”), he completes his turn 
to statism and describes the eight characteristics of a nation (minzu) as follows:  
1. common area of settlement from the beginning ެခҕੂቻж൦ 
2. common bloodline from the beginning  ެခҕੂж㹶㎧ 
3. common phenotypical appearance   ੂެ㛘儊ᖘ⣶ 
4. common language       ੂެ䃔䀶 
5. common writing system      ੂެᮽᆍ 
6. common religion       ੂެᇍᮏ 
7. common customs and traditions   ੂެ仞؍ 
8. common economic life     ੂެ⭕䀾74  

This organic definition of the nation was taken directly from Johann Caspar Bluntschli (1808-1881), 
a 19th-century Swiss-German political scientist and law professor.75 The reason Liang idealizes an 
ethnical-cultural nationalism here was not because he shared the views of the anti-Manchu movement. 
He was convinced rather that China’s primary problem was its lack of (national) unity. Having only a 
very weak sense of the meaning of citizenship, lacking a proper name for the country and being es-
tranged to the virtue of patriotism,76 he bases the need for unity on an organic, or essentialist, given. As 
shown by Machetzki,77 China – in contrast to the Western European notion of state-nation 
(Staatsnation) – shared the intellectual tradition of Central Europe, which favored a cultural nation 
(Kulturnation).78 The political ideal was not a liberal nation with a weak state (as in the case of Great 
Britain), but safeguarding a powerful state that was able to guarantee the defense and the self-assertion 

 
__________________________ 

73  See Liang Qichao, “Lun Zhongguo yu Ouzhou guoti yitong” 䄌ѣു㠽ↆ⍨ു儊⮦ੂ (1899). 
74  Liang Qichao quanji, vol. 2, 1067–1068. Wang Jingwei has put forward similar criteria in his piece “Minzu de guomin” 

≇ᰅⲺു≇ (“On a racially defined Nation”), published serially in Minbao 1905.  
75  The state organism theory holds that the state equals a person with a spirit and body that is able to express its own free 

will. Bluntschli’s views became popular in Japan due to his 1869 book Die Lehre vom modernen Staat (The Theory of the 
Modern State) translated into Japanese by Kat" Hiroyuki ࣖ㰚ᕎҁ (1836–1916) in 1872, and in China due to Liang’s 
reading of Kat"’s translation. Liang Qichao read Bluntschli’s two essays “New Theories of the State” and “Introduction 
to Constitutional Government” during his exile in Japan, which were to become the primary source for his later writings 
on Bluntschli. Liang Qichao became familiar with his writings after his return from America. For a detailed analysis on 
Bluntschli’s influence on Liang Qichao, see Tang Xiaobing 1996, 123–124. 

76  These issues are discussed most forcefully in his serial article “Xinmin shuo” and in his highly critical article “Lun Zhina-
ren guojia sixiang zhi ruodian” 䄌᭥䛙Ӱുᇬᙓᜩҁᕧ唔 (“On the weakness of state thinking of the Chinese people” 
published 1901.  

77  Machetzki 1973.  
78  Machetzki (1973) argues that this view has strong ties to Friedrich Meinecke (1862–1954) who described the opposing 

models of Staatsnation and Kulturnation. The historical parallel is quite obvious considering that the German national-
ism was a reaction to the Napoleonic hegemony and that China developed its own nationalism as a reaction to the Eu-
ropean and Japanese imperialism. A direct impact of Meinecke on the political thinking of Liang Qichao is unlikely, 
however. Bluntschli played a far greater role.  
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of the Chinese nation. For achieving these aims it was necessary to organize a state in a hierarchical 
fashion where individual interests were subordinated to the greater good. It thus comes as no surprise 
that there is a tendency in Liang’s political thought to prefer an “enlightened autocracy” (kaiming 
zhuanzhi 䯁᱄ሾ), which resulted a few years later in his call for a constitutional monarchy. He 
wanted to keep the Manchu in power in order to ensure the success of the reform movement.  

Liang’s “new people” (xinmin ᯦≇) was first and foremost a national people defined by an or-
ganic unity (youji zhi tongyi ᴿₕҁ㎧ж) and an effective order (youli zhi zhixu ᴿҁ〟ᓅ). This 
shows that, for him, the progressive elements of national movements in China were less important 
than in the case of French nationalism.79 In his text on Bluntschli, he reasons: 

If one analyzes the great despair of our country, there is no larger pain that the fact that it possesses a 
quality of regional groupings, but no national equivalent… Therefore, the greatest shortcoming of our 
country today and its greatest need is an organic unity and a powerful order. Liberty and equality are 
of secondary relevance. What does that mean? We first have to forge a state-people (guomin) by amal-
gating the regional groups (bumin), only then can we talk of the happiness of our people.80 

Liang distinguishes between people (guomin, in the sense of the German term Volk here), and the 
nation, pointing out that a nation (minzu) can only be referred to as a people (guomin) when it has 
achieved the status of a nation-state (guojia). State and people are inseparable and form a living organ-
ism; one cannot exist without the other. The nation minzu is merely a preliminary stage in the devel-
opment of a nation-state: 

The nations have the same language, the same customs, the same spirit and character, yet their sense of 
community develops gradually. This is one step in the process of state-building. But in a time where 
one (nation) has not yet become a united state, it can under no circumstance be called a personality or 
a legal collective. This can only called a nation (minzu), but not a state (guojia).81 

Thus, instead of relying on an enlightened citizenry, Liang favored state institutions and organizations as 
a promising means of transforming the collective, which included the propagation of a patriotic spirit 
from above (he shared Bluntschli’s antipathy towards Rousseau’s contractual theory, cf. here Machetzki 
1973). The eight criteria of a nation were constitutive elements that were taken from the historical tradi-
tion. As a consequence, Bluntschli’s view of the nation as an organism became the most prominent con-
ceptualization in China during the 19th and early 20th century. The objective definition was linked to 
the then-prevailing preference for race as the primary marker of identity. The ambition to reach a high 
degree of cultural, ethnic, religious and/or political homogeneity is typically a great concern of young 
nation-states, for it is believed that nationalism creates nations. Yet, this goal is only rarely achieved, espe-
cially when considering that China considers itself today to be a multiethnic nation. In the 1900s, Liang 
Qichao realized early on that if the concept of an ethnic nation were strictly applied, then sub-groups 

 
__________________________ 

79  And this despite the fact that both the French and the American Revolution were an important part of political thought 
in late Qing China. See here Pan Guangzhe 2008 and Got" Sueo 1969.  

80  Liang Qichao quanji, vol. 2, 1066: ሕ⾌ുҁཝᛙθ㧡Ⱁ҄ᴿ䜞≇䋽Ṳθ㙂❗ു≇䋽ṲȾ[…]Ⱦ᭻ᡇѣുԀᰛᡶᴶ
㕰唔㙂ᴶᙛ䴶㘻θ൞ᴿₕҁ㎧ж㠽ᴿҁ〟ᓅθ㙂㠠⭧ᒩㅿެ⅗㙩Ⱦҕϋᗻݾ䩺䜞≇ֵᡆു≇θ❬ᗂു≇

ҁᒮ⿅ѹਥᗍ䀶ҕȾ 
81  Liang Qichao quanji, vol. 2, 1068: ᭻ཡ≇ᰅ㘻θᴿੂжҁ䀶䃔仞؍θᴿੂжҁ㋴⾔ᙝ䌠θެާੂᗹ╮ഖԛⲲ䚊θᱥ

രᔰുҁ䳄ụҕȾռ⮬ެᵠ㚥ਾԛࢫжുҁᱸθ㍸у㜳⛰ӰṲθ⛰⌋ൎθ᭻ਠ㜳䄸ҁ≇ᰅθу㜳䄸ҁു≇Ⱦ 
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would inevitably be excluded. This was unacceptable because transforming the empire into a nation 
would have led to a considerable loss of territory.82 Therefore, Liang differentiated at the same time be-
tween a narrow nationalism (xiao minzuzhuyi ቅ≇ᰅѱ㗟), where only the Han were considered legit-
imate Chinese, and a broad nationalism (da minzuzhuyi ཝ≇ᰅѱ㗟), where different ethnic groups 
were united in their fight against foreign imperialist aggressors.83 In the latter case, the nation is more 
tolerant and includes subgroups that, for instance, differ in ethnicity. For Liang, it is not exclusively pri-
mordialism that determines whether a nation will emerge as a form of political order. He also noted, 
significantly, that constructivism, or instrumentalism, play an important role in forming a nation. He was 
convinced that the fate of a nation depended on the quality of its people: 

Bluntschli presented two explanations for defining a nation (guomin): “First, a guomin is defined by 
the character of its individuals. According to the organic state theory guomin is a collective body that 
can express its thinking and determine its rights. Second, a guomin is a legal collective (Rechtsgemein-
schaft). It is a legal entity that exists in a state.” For a state to be complete, united and an enduring col-
lective, it must rely on the spirit of national movement to achieve its full existence. Therefore, having a 
nation (guomin) means that there must be a state (guojia), and not having a state means that the na-
tion does not exist. The two are the same, but with different names.84 

Here, national consciousness and statehood are closely related, and the state – with the help of a strong 
centralist government – is obliged to protect the interests of its citizens with a constitution. Liang 
expressed this in 1906 in a rebuttal of the call for racial homogeneity and the expulsion of the Manchu, 
when the Xinmin congbao fiercely debated the radical Minbao ≇ (People’s Journal) over the need 
for a racial revolution.85 The Xinmin congbao – then under the editorship of Liang Qichao – harshly 
criticized the revolutionary organ of the Tongmenghui, warning of a dangerous militant clash with 
the Manchu government. Liang Qichao openly rejects ethnic revolution, arguing instead that state-
nationalism should be the basis of political revolution.86 His preference for a nation that viewed race 
and tradition as only secondary means for creating a sound political consciousness among the citizens 
was also influenced by his teacher Kang Youwei ᓭᴿ⡨ (1858–1927). Kang Youwei had warned his 
student in an open letter dating from 1902 that he should not join Sun Yat-sen’s movement because 
he was convinced that the Manchu had the legitimacy to rule China.87 He proved this by construing a 

 
__________________________ 

82  Except for those who even considered genocide as a viable means to achieve the ideal of a racially homogenous nation, 
such as Liu Shipei, Zou Rong and Zhang Taiyan. Their vision of nationalism is discussed below. 

83  The two alternatives da minzuzhuyi and xiao minzuzhuyi appear already in his text on Bluntschli. In 1906, when the 
conflict with the revolutionary camp became severe, Liang replaced in his political program his call for minzuzhuyi with 
concepts such as guojiazhuyi and guominzhuyi. Accordingly, the citizen becomes more important than race or ethnicity. 
For the conflict between the two camps, cf. Tang Zhijun 1994.  

84  Liang Qichao quanji: 1068: ե≅ѹᴪсു≇ҁ⮂䃢⛰ӂφжᴦφ�” ≇㘻θӰṲҕȾᦤᴿᴿₕҁുᇬԛ⡨ެ։θ㙂

㜳Ⲳ㺞ެᝅᜩθᇐެ⅀㘻ҕȾ�” ӂᴦφ�”ു≇㘻θ⌋ൎҕȾ⭕ᆎӄുᇬѣҁж⌋ᗁ儊ҕȾ�” ുᇬ⡨ᇂޞȽ㎧
жȽ≮⭕ҁੂޢ儊θ㙂↚儊ҕθᗻ䌪ᴿു≇⍱ऋҁ㋴⾔ԛݻҁθ㙂ޞ儊ѹᡆȾ᭻ᴿു≇ᴿുᇬθ❗ുᇬӜ❗ു

≇θӂ㘻ሜੂ⢟㙂⮦㙩ȾFor further details on Liang Qichao’s understanding of nation, see Chang Hao 1971, 248, 
252–257, 260.  

85  The Minbao was the major publication organ (1905–1910) of the Tongmenghui.  
86  Liang Qichao (1906): “Zada moubao” 䴒ㆊḆ�(“A miscellaneous reply to Minbao“, in Xinmin congbao 85 and 86), 

here quoted after Shen and Chien 1999, 15.  
87  On the nationalism of Kang Youwei and especially his attitude towards the Qing regime compared to the revolutionary 

camp, see Tang Zhijun 1990.  
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genealogical lineage according to which the ancient legendary ruler Yu �of Xia ཅ�Dynasty – him-
self a descendant of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi 哹ᑓ) – was the first ancestor of the Manchu.88 
Liang preferred a constitutional government that allowed the Manchus to be part of China, 
instead one that excluded them, as the more racially oriented Minbao demanded under its head 
editor Zhang Taiyan. For the more conservative Xinmin congbao, a racial revolution against the 
Manchu would mean the government’s downfall, leading to China’s demise and foreign inter-
vention.89 This ideological struggle resulted in the deep radicalization of Chinese students residing in 
Japan, causing the majority to join Sun Yat-sen and Zhang Taiyan instead of Kang and his disciple 
Liang Qichao, because, for the former group, efforts that aimed at integrating the non-Han ethnicities 
into the nation were unbearable. Conceptually speaking, guomin gave way to minzu.  

 
The racialized nation in the anti-Manchurian movement 

In 1905, when those in favor of excluding the Manchu from the Chinese nation organized themselves 
in the Tongmenghui ੂⴕᴹ (�“Revolutionary Alliance�”)90 led by Sun Yat-sen, the nationalist and later 
leader of the Kuomintang Wang Jingwei ⊠㋴㺑 (1883–1944) defined nation as follows:  

Nation is a term used in the field of racial studies. Its definitions are manifold. Today, it is defined as a 
human collective who share the same qilei (similar nature). Its meaning includes the following. First, it 
is a collective of humans of the same qilei. There are six criteria for qilei, namely, 1) same blood (the 
most important factor […]), 2) same language and script, 3) same living territory (a natural habitat), 4) 
same social customs, 5) same religion (in the modern era, this factor is less important due to freedom 
of religious belief), and 6) same spiritual essence. These six criteria are the essential factors of the na-
tion. Second, it is a collective of humans that continues (to exist). The association of a nation is cer-
tainly not random, but (its members) have a historical relationship. It is for this reason that such a col-
lective group cannot be destroyed after it came into existence. It is therefore an eternal association be-
cause a random meeting and parting (of people) cannot be called a nation. People (guomin) is a legal 
term. […]. People constitute a state (guojia). A state is a collective, and the people are part of the collec-
tive. Thus we can say that people are the constituent elements of the state from a legal perspective, and 
they have rights with regard to national law.”91 

 
__________________________ 

88  See Kang Youwei, “Bian geming shu” 䗞䶟ળᴮ (1902). Zhang Taiyan refuted this view in an answer to this letter 
entitled 1903 in “Bo Kang Youwei lun geming shu” 俷ᓭᴿ⛰䄌䶟ળ  B(“A letter refuting Kang Youwei’s discussion on 
revolution”), published in May 1903 in the journal Subao.  

89  Liang Qichao had already differentiated between guojia ുᇬ (“state”) and guomin ു≇ (“nation”) as opposing princi-
ples in 1899. Cf. his article “Lun jinshi guomin jingzheng zhi dashi ji Zhongguo qiantu” 䄌Ԁьു≇ㄬ⡣ҁཝघѣു
  .(”䙊 “On the current trend of worldwide national competition and the prospects for China

90  Judging from the Chinese characters, this translation seems to be misleading (Sun had also once refused to add the two 
characters geming 䶟ળ, “revolution”, to the name of his organization), but it has remained the most common transla-
tion in English language research. For the problem of how to translate Tongmenghui properly, cf. Liew 1971, 82. 

91  Wang Jingwei, “Minzu de guomin” ≇ᰅⲺു≇ (1905), 1–2: ≇ᰅӇ㘻ȾӰつᆮрҁ⭞䃔ҕȾެᇐ㗟⭐㑷ȾԀᬝᡶ
ؗ㘻ᴦ≇ᰅ㘻ੂ≙五ҁ㒲㓂ⲺӰ五ൎ儊ҕȾ⦼᷆ެ㗟᯲ᐜθδжεੂ≙五ҁӰ五ൎ儊ҕ. ⦼ᡶӇ≙五ެồԬᴿޣ
жੂ㹶㌱(↚ᴶ㾷Ԭθ[…])θӂੂ䃔䀶ᮽᆍθпੂօᡶδ㠠❬ҁ൦ตεθੂ㘈យθӊੂᇍᮏδ䘇ьᇍᮏؗԦ㠠⭧
⮝ެׁεθੂޣ㋴⾔儊䌠Ⱦ↚ޣ㘻≇ᰅҁ㾷㍖ҕȾδӂε㒲㓂ⲺӰ五ൎ儊ҕȾ≇ᰅҁ㎆ਾθᗻ䶔ڬ❬θެ↭ਨ

рᴿ⋵ҁާੂ䰒Ⱦഖ㙂ᡆуਥҁާੂൎ儊θ᭻㜳⡨≮ѻⲺ㎆ਾθڬ❬ҁ㚐ᮙ䶔≇ᰅҕȾു≇Ӈ㘻⌋ᆮрҁ

⭞䃔ҕȾ[…]Ⱦു≇㘻 ᡆുᇬҁ࠼ᆆҕȾുᇬ㘻ൎ儊ҕȾ㙂ു≇⡨ެൎ儊ҁփȾ᭻ᴦുᇬҁ ᡆ࠼ᆆ㠠⌋⨼
䄌䀶ു≇㘻ᴿു⌋рҁӰṲ㘻ҕȾ  
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This quote shows that a nation is a political collective defined by racial, linguistic, social and religious 
commonalities, similar to Liang’s reading of Bluntschli. At the same time, it is obvious that Wang was 
well aware of the terminological subtleties, stressing as he did the differences between guomin, guojia 
and minzu. Though convinced that the latter played an important role, he did not forget that the 
primary aim was to prevent China’s fate of being carved up like a melon by establishing a strong na-
tion-as-state (guojia ുᇬ). The nation-as-state concept emphasizes the sovereignty and autonomy of a 
nation against the interests of a rival nation. It refers to a nation in both an ethnic and geographic sense, 
opposes foreign intervention and asserts national sovereignty in foreign politics.92 For instance, in the 
journal Jiangsu published in T"ky" in 1903, national sovereignty was discussed in the following way:  

The Japanese scholar Tokutomi Soh" 93 said that Japan was a state (guojia), but without individuals, 
and that China had individuals, but did not have the concept of the state. It hurts me to hear such 
words […]. A state is made of one ethnic people that help and support one another. The Japanese peo-
ple are the Great Yamato race that holds sovereignty, and all members of the Great Yamato race are, 
without a doubt, part of the state. But how about China? If one asks the Chinese people, one will hear 
that China has been a sovereign state for 260 years. If one asks the Chinese people in whose hands the 
sovereignty resides, one will hear that it is the treacherous race of those who live north of the Great 
Wall and have queues and button the lappets of their coats on the left side […]. Our four hundred mil-
lion people of the same origin are not able to form a large collective, with their hearts and power unit-
ed, to restore the national sovereignty by driving away from the white mountains and black waters94 
the treacherous race that has queues and button the lappets of their coats on the left side.95 

Nation is defined here as a collective that enjoys national self-determination. The emphasis on statehood 
notwithstanding, nation is defined by race. For the Han, it was obvious that they should enjoy national 
self-determination and sovereignty, unlike the other ethnic groups on their territory. This allowed for the 
possibility of genocide. In fact, the rising antipathy towards the Manchu following the debate of the 
Minbao and Xinmin congbao led to the prominence of minzu as a term in nationalist discourse. It was 
often understood in reference to ethnicity or race (つᰅθᰅ五), and these differences were non-
negotiable (in contrast to the imperial period where differences in ethnicity, race, culture or religion did 
not play any political role). In one of the most racialist publications of the late Qing period, Gemingjun
䶟ળ䔃 (The Revolutionary Army), the young Zou Rong 䝈ᇯ (1885–1905) defined the Chinese nation 
in terms of seven characteristics that – in contrast to Liang’s reading of Bluntschli – clearly emphasized 
delineation from the outside by excluding the Manchu from the nation-to-be:  

 
__________________________ 

92  On the relation between state and guojia see Liang Qichao, “Xianzheng qianshuo” ៨᭵䃢 (“Preliminary Discussion 
on Constitutional Government”).  

93  Tokutomi Soh" ᗭሂ㰽ጦ (1863–1957) was a Japanese journalist and intellectual. He stemmed from a samurai-ranked 
family and studied English at the Kumamoto Y"gakk". He started a local newspaper before moving to T"ky", where he 
established in 1887 the Miny!sha Publishing Company, which produced Japan’s first general news magazine, the Ko-
kumin no tomo ു ≇ҁ  ਁ(The People’s Friend, 1887–1898), which also appeared in an English-language version (1896–
1898). For more details on the political life of Tokutomi, cf. Pierson 1980. 

94  This geographical description refers to the region between the Changbai Mountain 䮭ⲳኧ and the Amur River 唇嗃⊕.  
95  Anonymous (1903): “Sanlelu zizhushu: renzu, wu guojia” п‸ⴝ㠠ࣟᴮ: Ӱ⾌θ❗ുᇬ: ᰛᵢᆮ㘻ᗭሂ㰽ጦᴦɇᰛᵢ

ᴿുᇬ㙂❗فӰѣുᴿفӰ㙂❗ുᇬɈੴⰑެ䀶[…]Ⱦുᇬ㘻жᰅӰ≇㏣㒡㙂ᡆ㘻ҕȾᰛᵢӰ≇ੂᱥཝૂ
≇ᰅ⡨Ӱ≇ҁԙ㺞㙂ᨗѱ⅀㘻ӜⲼཝૂ≇ᰅҁ࠼ᆆ᭻ެᴿുᇬₕ䓦ҕуؕ䄌ѣുྸ҄அެӰ≇ӂⲴޣॷᒪ

ṯ㪸രҁ䳮ኢҕஅެᨗѱ⅀㘻Ӱ䮭คԛ्䗤儤ᐜ㻫ҁ䌀ᰅ[…]ȾᡇⲴੂݼつു≇ㄕу㜳㎆ᡆж㎋ཝൎ䓦
ੂᗹੂ偻䙆↚䗤儤ᐜ㻫ҁ䌀ᰅ䟒五᯲ⲳኧ唇≪䯉ԛݿᗟᡇരᴿҁു⅀Ⱦ 
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— China is the China of the Chinese. Fellow countrymen, you must all recognize the China of the Chi-
nese of the Han race.  

— To not allow any alien race to lay its hands on the least of the rights of our China.  
— To annul once and for all any obligations to subordinate the people to the Manchus.  
— To first overthrow the barbaric government set up by the Manchus in Peking. 
— To expel the Manchus settled in China or kill them in order to avenge ourselves.  
— To kill the emperor set up by the Manchus as a warning to the myriad future generations that the 

despotic government will not to be revived.  
— To oppose any intervention directed either by Chinese nationals or from foreign soil against Chinese 

revolutionary independence.96  

Zou understood the fight against the Manchus as a social Darwinist fight that was unavoidable if the 
Han were to survive:  

Sweep away millennia of despotism in all its forms, throw off millennia of slavishness, annihilate the 
five million and more of the furry and horned Manchus, cleanse ourselves of 260 years of harsh and 
unremitting pain, so that the soil of the Chinese subcontinent is made immaculate, and the descend-
ants of the Yellow Emperor will all become [George] Washingtons.97  

His contemporary Liu Shipei ࢿᑡฯ (1884–1919), a classical scholar and later anarchist, shared this 
definition of the Chinese nation when pointing out the following in his Zhongguo minzu zhi ѣു≇
ᰅᘍ�(Annals of the Chinese Nation):ġ

Nations of lower and higher ranks annihilate each other. While the Han developed a daily progressing 
civilization, the barbarian races98 were unable to preserve their independence. This is the reason why 
the power of the Han was stronger.99 

Liu Shipei was convinced that the Han had a very distinct character, which was why they drove away 
foreign people that had occupied Chinese territories.100 In the most radical writings that were directed 
against the Manchu rule, Han Chinese nationalists considered racial differences to be a given fact. This 
is expressed for example in the 1903 Jingshizhong 䆜ь䩎 (Alarm Bell), written by Chen Tianhua 䲩
ཟ㨥 (1875–1905):  

 
__________________________ 

96  Tsou Jung 1968, 42; 123 (translation by John Lust):  
жȽѣു⡨ѣുӰҁѣുθᡇੂ㜔Ⲽ举㠠䃃⛰㠠ᐧⲺ╘つѣുӰ[ҁ]ѣുȾ 
жȽу䁧⮦つӰ⋴ḉᡇѣു㎨∡⅀Ⱦ 
жȽᡶᴿᵃᗔ┵⍨Ӱҁ㗟एθжᗁ䣭[⎾]⓻Ⱦ 
жȽو᧞ݾ┵⍨Ӱᡶ्Ӣҁ䠄㹱᭵ᓒȾ 
жȽ偻䙆ቻօѣുѣҁ┵⍨Ӱθᡌ⇰ԛӽȾ 
жȽ䂻⇰┵⍨Ӱᡶҁⲽᑓθԛܼ㩢ьуᗟᴿሾҁੑѱȾ 
жȽቃ᮫ᒨ乆ᡇѣു䶟ળ⦞ҁཌുᵢുӰȾ  

097  Tsou Jung 1968, 58; 1 (translation by John Lust): ᦹ䲚ᮮॹᒪつつҁሾ᭵儊Ⱦ㝡ৱᮮॹּつつҁྪ䳮ᙝ䌠Ⱦ䂻㎋
ӊⲴ㩢ᴿཽᣡ∑䔿䀈ҁ┵⍨ᰅθ⍍ⴗӂⲴޣॷᒪ⇎ណ㲆䞭ҁཝ᚛䗧θֵѣുཝ䲮ᡆҴ␞ൕθ哹ᑓᆆᆡⲼ㨥ⴑ义Ⱦ  

098  By refering to the barbarians as races and not nations, Liu emphasizes that these races have not reached the status of a 
nation yet, i.e. they are obviously less civilized than the Han.  

099  Zhongguo minzu zhi, 606: ࣙㅿ≇ᰅ㠽儎ㅿ≇ᰅٲ⓻ӗȾ䳞㠩╘ᰅᰛ䙨᯲ᮽ᱄Δ䠄㹱つᰅΔ㠠у㜳ᑮؓެ⦞
Ⱦ↚䃖╘ᰅ໔घㅢжഖ⸙Ⱦ 

100  Zhongguo minzu zhi, 622: ╘ᰅ㘻Δᴿ⢯ҁ㋴⾔㘻ҕȾ᭻❗䄌つᰅޛᬐѣുΔޛᬐঈ⛰╘ᰅᡶᧈȾ 
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Only China does not know racial (zhongzu) distinctions. […]. When the Mongols and the Manchus 
came, they [the Chinese] provided them with military service and paid taxes. When the Westerners 
(xiyang ren) came, they served in their army and paid taxes…Even animals know how to protect their 
own species; the Chinese are not even animals (qinshou)! As the old saying goes: No one loves people 
of other surnames (waixing).101 In the case of a feud between two lineages, one always fights on the 
side of his kinsmen. But [throughout Chinese history] all the ordinary xing (family names, or lineage) 
originated in one xing. The Han race (Hanzhong) is a large xing; Huangdi is the grand first ancestor 
(da shizu). All those who are not Hanzhong are not the descendants of Huangdi.102 They belonged to 
other surnames (waixing). One must not help them. If you do, you abandon your ancestors (zuzong) 
and you are brutes (chusheng)!103  

Chen emphasizes ancestral lineage as a criterion for defining the nation. This approach had been most 
forcefully propagated by Zhang Taiyan, who in his Qiushu 䀺ᴮ (Book of Urgency, 1900) had denied the 
possibility that both Han and Manchus could be part of China (Zhongguo ѣ ,ു Zhongxia ѣཅ).104 In 
an open letter published in August 1900 in the journal Zhongguo xunbao ѣുᰢ, he rejected the 
possibility of Manchus and Mongols being represented in a future parliament. In his eyes, it would be 
better for the five million Manchus currently residing in Chinese territory south of the Great Wall to 
return to their homeland and leave China to the Chinese.105  

This is also the reason why a nationalist journal such as the Minbao – while using a variety of 
self-designations – tended to privilege hanzu ╘ᰅ and hanren ╘Ӱ as the two most frequent terms.106 
Both terms suggest that the Han are the primary political agents in the current quest for national unity 
and identity. Chen Tianhua emphasized in his serial novel Shizi hou⥻ᆆੲ (The Roaring Lion) that 
the charter of a fictive nationalist association required that its members not forget that China is the 
China of the Han.107 Similar usages can also be attributed to the term hanzu.108 While hanzu is a 
neologism coined in late Qing China, hanren is a term used frequently in the dynastic histories, yet 

 
__________________________ 

101  Chen defines the Chinese nation by means of lineage, i.e. a people with a different surname clearly does not 
belong to the own group.  

102  On the creation of Huangdi as the Chinese national ancestor, see Matten 2009 and 2012.  
103  Jingshizhong, 86–87: ਠᴿѣുᗔּу⸛ᴿつᰅⲺ࡛࠼θ㫏ਚȽ┵⍨ּҼθ➝ׁ⮬ޫ㍃㌝θ㾵⍁ӰּҼθҕ➝ׁ

⮬ޫ㍃㌝θȾ[…]Ⱦ⿳⦮ҕ⸛亝㠠ᐧⲺੂつθѣുӰⵕᱥ䙙⿳⦮䜳уྸҼȾ؍䃔䃠ᗍླθӰу㿠ཌဉθޟဉ
⡣θжᇐᱥᒡੂဉθᯭ⋈ᴿᒡཌဉⲺȾռᱥᒩᑮⲺဉθ䜳ᱥᗔжဉּ࠰࠼ⲺȾ╘つᱥжفཝဉθ哹ᑓᱥжفཝ

ခ⾌θࠗуੂ╘つθуᱥ哹ᑓⲺᆆᆡⲺθ㎧㎧䜳ᱥཌဉθᯭуਥᒡԌⲺθ㤛ᒡҼԌθᱥу㾷⾌ᇍҼ֖у㾷⾌ᇍ

ⲺӰθቧᱥ⮒⭕ȾThis translation is for the sake of precision slightly adapted from the one provided by Chow Kai-
wing (2001, 56–57). Chen wrote the Alarm Bell in autumn 1903 as a reaction to Russia’s continuous advance into 
Manchuria.  

104  The racist thinking of Zhang Taiyan was influenced by Sir Edward Burnett Tylors’ (1832–1917) book Primitive 
Culture (1871). In his Qiushu (chapter Zuzhi ᰅ194 ,), Zhang points out that stupidity and intelligence depended on 
the inheritance of superiority and inferiority, and strength and weakness depended on the purity of blood: 䚰۩ҁݠ
ࣙθឹᲰ㒡✿Ⱦ㹶⏨ҁ㺶䴒θᖀᕧ㒡✿Ⱦ 

105  Ma Yong 2003, 56–57. See also Zhang Taiyan’s piece “Zhengchou Man lun” ↙ӽ┵䄌 (“On the correct hating of the 
Manchu”). This piece appeared originally in Guomin bao ു ≇ 4 (10 August 1901).  

106  Cf. Table II compiled on the basis of Onogawa Hidemi’s concordance to the Minbao.  
107  Minbao 8, 112: i ᴹҁӰθ举⸛ѣു㘻θ╘ӰҁѣുҕȾ 
108  Wang Jingwei (“Xiwang Manzhou lixianzhe he tingzhu” ᑂᵑ┵⍨៨㘻ⴃ㚳䄮, 1906) argues: ┵ᰅ༉╘ᰅθ㙂↚

 ᇩਃθу㜳ќᆎȾ“The Manchu suppress the Han, and as the interests of both races oppose each other, theyᰅޟ
cannot coexist.” This article attacks Liang Qichao’s journal Xinmin congbao, which in an earlier issue had called for a 
constitutional government of both Han and Manchu.  
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with a different meaning. Generally speaking, the term hanren at first appears to denote the Han 
people,109 but in 13th century it meant rather the Northern Chinese.110  

Table II: Designations for China and the Chinese in the People�’s Journal (Minbao ≇), 

1905�–1910 

Term Frequency of use Term Frequency of use
ѣ㨥≇ᰅ 2 ѣ㨥ާૂു 1
╘ᰅ 96 ѣു≇ᰅ 5
ѣ㨥≇ു 4 ѣു㠙≇ 5
ѣുӰ 37 ╘≇ 14
ѣുӰ≇ 5 ѣുӰつ 1
ѣുҁӰ≇ 5 ѣുҁ≇ 1
ѣുҁ㠙≇ 12 ╘Ӱ 216
 
Given that hanren encompassed the people living in Northern China (including the Khitan, Jurchen and 
Koreans) during the Yuan Dynasty, and that the first emperor of Ming Dynasty considered himself the 
ruler of all people, this term can hardly be understood in its modern, ethnicized sense.111 It rather de-
scribed the social reality of the Chinese empire that was consciously construed as a heterogeneous, multi-
faceted territory. This circumstance helped to promote the image of a multiethnic empire in later centu-
ries, when ethnicity emerged as a decisive factor in the process of democratization, ideologization and 
politicization during the threshold period. Only then did ethnicity replace the traditional, mostly kin-

 
__________________________ 

109  In imperial times, it was used especially in dynasties with foreign rulers, such as the Mongolian Yuan Dynasty. The 
Yuanshi ݹਨ (History of the Yuan; 7, 141) mentions in the annals of Emperor Kublai Khan (1215–1294) the prohibi-
tion of the Han to assemble and fight against the Mongols: ⾷╘Ӱ㚐㠽㫏ਚӰ兣⇼ȾAnd in the Jinshi 䠇ਨ (History 
of the Jin; 2, 32) hanren is used to classify the imperial subjects according to judicial or administrative categories, yet not 
as an identity marker: ҏᵠθ૮ᐔ䜳㎧ਮ䀶θ ╘ӰᶄᆓࣕȽ ⎭ӂଛ⦽ּ䲃Ⱦ 

110  For instance, the conflict between the Han and the Jurchens ྩⵕ in 12th century caused by the advancement of the 
Tungusic tribe in northeast China to the south in their ambition to gain control over Han-populated Southern China 
was surely an issue of the Southern Song Dynasty (1127–1279) in terms of war and peace. Yet, it did not pose a political 
problem for the ensuing Mongolian Yuan Dynasty which considered itself to be multiethnic. Their rulers divided the 
population into four classes, the Mongols 㫏ਚӰ, the Semuren 㢨ⴤӰ (people from central Asia that had different eyes 
colors than the Han), the Northern Chinese (hanren ╘Ӱ, including the Khitan, Jurchens and Koreans), and the 
Southerners Ӱ, i. e. the subjects of the former Southern Song Dynasty. Though this division was often viewed as hier-
archical (with the Mongols enjoying most of the social and economic privileges), the dynasty ensured that these differ-
ences were not interpreted in clearly ethnic or racial terms. After the downfall of the Yuan, many Semu intellectuals were 
quickly assimilated and became prominent mandarins and officials under the Ming, with some even no longer retaining 
a separate ethnic identity. Accordingly, the criminal code of the Yuan stated that in case of theft the Han and the 
Jurchens were sentenced equally. See Yuanshi 104, 2660: 䄮ྩӰ⛰ⴒθੂᯭ╘ӰȾThis is however only a judicial 
norm that does not say anything about the actual treatment of the Han under Mongolian rule. 

111  This conclusion is also valid for the first ruler of the Ming Dynasty, Zhu Yuanzhang ᵧ(1398–1328) ⫂ݹ who originally 
had declared his intention to drive away the Mongols and restore Chinese rule (偻䙆㜗㲒θᚘᗟѣ㨥), but, according to 
Ming Taizu shilu ᱄འ⾌ሜ䤺 26, soon became conciliatory after his takeover of power. In April 1370, in the fourth year of 
his regency, he interdicted the practice of the Mongols and Semu to change their surname into a Chinese one (to avoid sini-
cization), because each name had its own origin and could not easily be abandoned (in addition, the name had been inherited 
from the ancestors). At the same time though, he declared himself emperor of all peoples residing on Ming imperial territory 
(㫏ਚ䄮㢨ӰㅿⲼᡇ䎚ᆆ). For the corresponding “Edict on the Prohibition of Mongols and Semu people to change their 
Family Name” (⾷㫏ਚ㢨ⴤӰᴪ᱉ဉ≅䂊) see Ming Taizu shilu 51, 999–1000. The refusal to demand sinicization from 
non-Han ethnicities in imperial China is discussed in Matten 2009, 150–154.  
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ship-based organization of the nation concept, which occurred when homogenization to the inside and a 
clear delineation from the outside became an urgent need to the early nationalist thinkers.  

The sense of ethnicity as a non-negotiable and unquestionable identity marker in this context 
emerged when hanren gained a new meaning, turning into a more radical term that no longer implied 
the inclusion of various subgroups into the empire (an imperial concept backed up by the Confucian 
tradition), but was sometimes also used to support the exclusion of those ethnicities that were not 
deemed part of the nation (as implied by the term hanzu). This shift in meaning was mainly achieved 
by introducing the notion of blood-based ancestry or the concept of race. The corresponding term 
hanzu was a neologism coined by Liang Qichao in 1901 when he wrote his piece “Wangguo pian” ӗ
ുㇽ (“On our country’s decay”). He complained about the social segregation of the Manchus, who 
were residing in their garrisons, receiving monthly stipends and rice rations without being obliged to 
work. Their function was solely to defend the Manchu court against the Han.112 Besides hanzu, this 
article still uses hanren ╘Ӱ, hanmin ╘≇, hanzhong ╘つ, and hanzhong zhi ren ╘つҁӰ as terms 
for the Han race/ethnicity. This is due to the fact that these terms were not clearly differentiated from 
each other, and also accounts for the fact that many publications of that period used hanzu and hanren 
– more often than not – interchangeably,113 such as the Minbao (see Table II).  

However, the prevailing racial-essentialist definition of China at the end of the Qing period raised a 
perplexing question: If the Han were allowed to have a nation of their own, why shouldn’t the Manchus, 
Mongols and Tibetans? Already a few years before the Xinhai Revolution broke out in late 1911 some 
radical nationalist thinkers in the Tongmenghui camp – Sun Yat-sen, Zhang Binglin ㄖ⛩哕 (1868–
1936), Liu Shipei et al. – acknowledged the problem of defining the Chinese nation as a Han nation. The 
more reformist scholars Liang Qichao and Yang Du ᾀᓜ (1874–1932)114 had warned against the con-
sequences of having an exclusive nationalism that would force the new Republic to give up a greater part 
of its territory. In 1907, Zhang Taiyan had expressed the view in his influential piece “Zhonghua Minguo 
jie” ѣ㨥≇ു䀙�(“Explanations of the Chinese Republic”) that a future China would include territories 
inhabited by the Han race, which extended to Vietnam and Korea. Regions such as Tibet, Mongolia and 
Xinjiang (but not Manchuria) were considered far away from the civilizational center and beyond the 
dominion of the Chinese people and thus to be excluded from the future nation-state.115 For him, even if 
this meant territorial losses, China was a monoethnic entity characterized by a well-defined territory, a 
shared history and the common primordial characteristics of all its inhabitants.  

The question of whether the non-Han ethnicity could be included into the Chinese nation 
(which is still a highly sensitive political issue today) has already been answered in different ways. For 

 
__________________________ 

112  Liang Qichao, “Wangguo pian”, 2: ⲽⲽつᰅθѹֵҁ≮䚖⊿␠θެ䶔Ӱᗹ૿έཡ倆䱨Ӈ㘻θ䉾уԛ䱨ᡇ╘ᰅ૿έ
See also Wang Ke 2001, 188. Liang wrote this text before becoming acquainted with the statism of Bluntschli in 1903.  

113  To mention a few, there are Wang Jingwei, “Minzu de guomin” (1905); Zhu Zhixin ᵧอ ,ؗ “Lun Manzhou sui yu 
lixian er bu neng” 䄌┵⍨䴌឴៨㙂у㜳 (1905); Si Ji ఙ䕥, “Xinmin congbao fei zhongzu geming lun zhi boyi”ɇ᯦≇
ਘɈ䶔つᰅ䶟ળ䄌ҁ俷䆦 (1906).  

114  See here his most important publication on the fate of China, the “Theory of Gold-Ironism” (Jintie zhuyi shuo 䠇䡺ѱ
㗟䃠), discussed below.  

115  “Zhonghua Minguo jie,” 2420. In Zhang’s eyes, it was not likely to include these regions into the future Chinese Repub-
lic (Zhonghua minguo ѣ㨥≇ു) because the people in these regions differed in ethnic lineage and language so much 
from the Han that their inclusion would create problems, unless they were assimilated by means of sinicization. Howev-
er, even if Sinicized this would not mean that these ethnic groups would be able to enjoy the same social status or politi-
cal rights as the Han. A fine introduction to the relationship between Han and Manchu is Rhoads 2000.  
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instance, the contemporary historian Li Guoqi sees no contradiction between China as a state and as a 
nation. According to Li, Chinese nationalism since 1912 has undergone an evolution from narrow to 
tolerant nationalism. Anti-Manchu nationalism appears here as a merely temporary phenomenon that 
is later replaced by a more inclusive nationalism, i.e. one that promotes the ideology of a multiethnic 
nation-state.116 As a result, Liang and Yang argued for replacing ethnically or racially defined national-
ism (xiao minzuzhuyi) with a more civic nationalism (da minzuzhuyi) that would allow non-Han 
ethnicities – Manchus, Mongols and Tibetans – to remain part of the republic. The question remains 
as to how this paradigmatic change was achieved on the conceptual level. In fact, it was the obscurity, 
or polysemy, of the term nation in the Chinese language that made it possible to diminish substantial 
differences between the ethnic and the statist term for nation.117 In the remaining part of this paper, I 
will elaborate on the origins of this paradigmatic shift by showing that this complexity was both ter-
minological and conceptual.  
The inclusive nation in the Republican period 

Immediately after the revolution of 1911, the exclusion of ethnic minorities from the Chinese nation 
was abolished due to the growing pressure the country faced during the breakdown of the imperial 
order. It was widely feared that if Tibet, Xinjiang, Mongolia or Manchuria were not included, the 
imperialist forces of England (from the south), Russia (from the north) and Japan (via Korea) would 
seize the opportunity to occupy Chinese territory. As a consequence, all ethnic groups were allowed to 
enjoy equal rights and form an integral part of the Republic.118 When Sun Yat-sen was appointed as 
temporary president in January 1912, he thus declared:  

The foundation of our country (guojia) lies with the people (renmin). We need to combine all areas of 
the Han, Manchu, Mongol, Hui and Tibetans into one unified state, just as we, the different ethnic 
groups of Han, Manchu, Mongol, Hui and Tibetans, are to be united to form one people. This means 
that the nation (minzu) is unified.119 

The inclusion of these territories located on the edge of the empire into the new Republic needed to 
avoid any suspicions that an internal colonization was taking place. One way to do this was to 
strengthen the common history and culture of the ethnicities and to point to their common struggle 
against the Japanese and European imperialism. In other words, it was understood that the extreme 

 
__________________________ 

116  This view is in line with the current official interpretation of the Xinhai revolution (see Zhang Haipeng and Gong Yun 
2005). Li Guoqi’s view corresponds roughly to Liang Qichao’s differentiation between da minzuzhuyi and xiao min-
zuzhuyi. Cf. Li Guoqi 1985, chapter “Zhongguo jindai minzu sixiang” ѣു䘇ԙ≇ᰅᙓᜩ (“Modern National Think-
ing in China”), 42.  

117  This was already the case with Liang Qichao who in his 1901 “Zhongguo shi xulun” ѣുਨᮎ䄌 (“Introductory Essay 
to a History of China”) used Zhongguo minzu ѣു≇ᰅ, a term that sometimes referred to the Han solely, but some-
times also to the ethnicities that since the recording of history had lived on Chinese territory. See the discussion below.  

118  The need to grant equal rights to all ethnic groups in the empire had already been acknowledged by the Manchus in the 
last years of the Qing Dynasty, yet they had difficulties in calling for an abandonment of their privileges. It was only after 
the overthrow of the Qing that an equality of all minzu had a chance to be implemented. One of the early supporters 
among the Manchus was Hengjun ᚈ䡔, a member of the imperial family. He had studied pedagogy and historical geog-
raphy in Japan. In 1907, he asked in a petition submitted to the court that a national parliament should be convened 
that included ethnic minorities. For the role of Hengjun see Rhoads 2000, 127–128. 

119  “Linshi da zongtong xuanyanshu” 㠞ᱸཝ㑳㎧ᇙ䀶ᴮ, 2: ുᇬҁᵢθ൞᯲Ӱ≇Ⱦਾ╘Ƚ┵Ƚ㫏ȽഔȽ㰅䄮൦⡨ж
ുθਾ╘Ƚ┵Ƚ㫏ȽഔȽ㰅䄮ᰅ⡨жӰȾᱥᴦ≇ᰅҁ㎧жȾ 
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racial enmity towards the Manchu had to be replaced by a seemingly more tolerant nationalistic think-
ing that effectively transformed the irreconcilable enemy of the Han into a compatriot.  

In order to convincingly initiate such a paradigmatic shift, the demands for the expulsion of the 
Manchus pronounced in the political program of the Tongmenghui in 1905 were dropped in the 
Republic’s first provisional constitution, Zhonghua minguo linshi yuefa ѣ㨥≇ു㠞ᱸ㌺⌋, in 1912. 
Article 5 simply reads: 

The people of the Chinese Republic are without exception equal, there is no discrimination in race, 
class or religion.120 

Article 1 further states that the Chinese people (not an ethnic group) represent the Republic.121 This 
change was not simply a response to the successful revolution, but had been discussed since the emer-
gence of the constitutional movement in 1907. For instance, the journal Datong bao ཝੂ (pub-
lished in 1907 in Beijing, Shanghai and T"ky") – which was far less radical than the anti-Manchurian 
publications – pointed out that  

[…] the people (renmin) of China were a nation whose members were of the same ethnicity (minzu), 
yet stemming of different races (zhongzu).122  

It is worth noting here that minzu is no longer understood in an exclusionary, but rather in an inclu-
sionary sense. Likewise, the T"ky" edition of this journal emphasized several times in an opinion piece 
on constitutional government that Han, Manchus, Mongolians, Hui and Tibetans were part of the 
400 million compatriots.123  

Sun Yat-sen inherited this legacy after becoming president. When the new Republic was founded, 
local officials in Shanghai banned the use of the term “the Great Han” (Da Han ཝ╘) in commercials 
and newspapers, as well as in private and official letters,124 and Sun replaced his jingoistic Han-Chinese 
nationalism with the vision of a republic of five ethnic groups (wuzu gonghe).125 He propagated this vision 
intensively in the years after 1912, largely in his speeches to multiethnic audiences, in order to make non-
Han ethnicities part of the political community.126 As a term, wuzu gonghe was used for the first time 
officially in the resignation note of the last emperor Puyi ⓛܶ (1906–1967).127 As an ideological princi-
ple defining the boundaries of Chineseness (i.e. determining who belongs to the collective and who does 
not), however, the idea had a history predating the nationalist era. It was due to the increasing general 
openness to an ideological understanding of nationalism that it could emerge in a new conceptual 

 
__________________________ 

120  Zhonghua minguo linshi yuefa, § 5. ѣ㨥≇ുӰ≇жᗁᒩㅿθ❗つᰅȽ䳄㍐Ƚᇍᮏҁॶ࡛Ⱦ 
121  None of constitutions of 1912, 1923 and 1931 use the term minzu. For the different constitutions see Zhang Jinfan 

2005.  
122  Mu Duli ぼ䜳ଟ, “Meng Hui Zang yu guohui wenti” 㫏ഔ㰅㠽ുᴹஅ亂 , 15: ѣുҁӰ≇θⲼੂ≇ᰅ⮦つᰅҁു≇ҕȾ 
123  “Zhongguo xianzheng jiangxi yijianshu” ѣു៨᭵䅑㘈ᴹᝅ㿁 ,B 19: ᡇ╘Ƚ┵Ƚ㫏ȽഔȽ㰅㩢㩢ੂ㜔Ⱦ 
124  See the corresponding reports in the Shenbao, 13 April, 26 and 27 May 1912.  
125  For more details on the origin of this principle and its function in the 1910s, see Kataoka Kazutada 1984 and Murata 

Y!jir" 2005, and Matten 2009. For a 1920s Japanese view on the wuzu gonghe, see Nakamura Kujir" ѣᶇѻ䜄
.Shina no gozoku ky!wa ᭥䛙ʌӊᰅާ  ૂ(1925).  

126  Kataoka Kazutada (1984, 300-301) has shown that Sun Yat-sen used the term especially in speeches and public lectures 
after 1912 when a multiethnic audience was present (and not just Han-Chinese). A list of speeches where Sun uses the 
terms wuzu gonghe, wuzu pingdeng and wuzu yijia is provided by Murata Y!jir" (2005, 86). 

127  Cf. “Qingdi xuanbu tuiwei zhi” ᑓᇙվ䘶փᰞ, 72.  
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framework.128 Under the rule of the Qing, China was conceived as a unified state whose government 
“represented” or acted in the name of different ethnic groups and where the emperor claimed both the 
simultaneity and universality of his rule in every part of China. The claim for a multiethnic empire was 
also apparent in the Da Qing yitong zhi ཝж㎧ᘍ (Gazetteers of the Unified Great Qing, ca. 1746) and 
the Huangqing zhigongtu ⲽ㚭䋘ൌ (Illustrations of Tributes to the Qing Empire, ca. 1769). These texts 
defined the 18th century dynasty as a geographical and ethnically heterogeneous, but unified empire. 
Sun’s call for wuzu gonghe thus shared the same political logic when he tried to integrate the Manchu, 
Mongols, Tibetans and Hui into the new Republic. Yet, Sun broke from the Qing vision of China in one 
important respect when it came to the treatment of the ethnic minorities under the government of the 
new nation: While the emperor denied the sinicization of the Manchu, Sun and his successor Chiang 
Kai-shek explicitly demanded the assimilation of the four major ethnic groups (see below).129  

The call for wuzu gonghe was more than just a rhetorical strategy of Sun, however. Two months af-
ter the Wuchang Uprising in October 1911, it was the north-Chinese faction that tried to implement 
preferential treatment of Manchu, Mongols, Hui and Tibetans in the new Republic. For example, the 
reformer and supporter of Yuan Shikai 㺷ь  ࠧ(1859–1916), Zhang Jian ᕫ䄽 (1853–1926), proposed 
the idea of a unified state during the peace negotiations between North and South China in Shanghai in 
December 1911. In various letters and telegrams addressed to Yuan Shikai, Zhang Jian argues for the 
establishment of a multiethnic republic: Only a republic could ensure the survival of such a vast and 
heterogeneous country like China.130 Intellectuals who had earlier insisted on an anti-Manchurian stance 
shared this view. For instance, the manifesto of the Guoshi gongjihui ുӁާ☕  M(Association for Support 
of National Concerns), founded in November 1911 by Wang Jingwei and Yang Du, reads:  

Since the beginning of developing a constitution in China, two factions have appeared: the supporters 
of constitutional monarchy and the supporters of constitutional democracy. The former argue that 
the Chinese state is a community of the five races, the Manchu, Han, Mongols, Hui, and Tibetans. 
The argument that the Mongols, Hui and Tibetans can be governed together with the Han fully de-
pends on the control imposed by the Manchurian monarch…As concerns the so-called territory, one 
can say that it thus includes the 22 provinces, the vassal states of Mongolia, Tibet, and Hui. If the Han 
form a state out of their 22 provinces and transform the country into a democratic state, their military 
strength will not be sufficient to control Mongolia and Tibet. At the same time, Mongolia and Tibet 

 
__________________________ 

128  In April 1912, early supporters of the Xinhai revolution in the Ili region in Xinjiang founded the Han, Man, Meng, Hui, 
Zang wuzu gongjinhui ╘Ƚ┵Ƚ㫏ȽഔȽ㰅ӊᰅާ䙨  M(Society for the Advancement of the [Affairs of the] Five Ethnicities 
Han, Manchus, Mongols, Hui and Tibetans) in Beijing. It was headed by Zhao Bingjun 䏏䡔 (1859–1914), the later third 
premier of the Republic of China (Sept. 1912–May 1913). The aim of the association was to remove differences between 
the five ethnicities in order to establish a strong state. See Yang Xiaonong 1934. With very similar aims, the Wuzu guomin 
hejinhui ӊᰅു≇ਾ䙨  M(Society for a Common Advancement of the Nation of Five Ethnicities) was founded in May 1912 in 
Beijing. Among its founders and supporters were illustrious persons of the early Republic, such as Yao Xiguang တ䥡ݿ, Cai 
Yuanpei 㭗ݹฯ, Huang Xing 哹㠾, Li Yuanhong 唄ݹ⍠, and Duan Qirui ⇫⾰⪔. Its leader was Zhao Bingjun, his depu-
ties the Manchu Zhijun ᘍ䡔, the Mongol Xilinga ⟏ࠂ䱵, the Hui Wang Kuan ⧁ሢ and the Tibetan Salun 㯟١. Murata 
Y!jir" 2005, Wang Ke 2005 and Fujii Sh"z" and Yokoyama Hiroaki 1992 question whether Sun Yat-sen was the creator 
of the term wuzu gonghe.  

129  Evelyn Rawski (1996) has argued that sinicization is a Han-nationalist interpretation of the past that dates from the 
20th century.  

130  Telegram to Yuan Shikai, “Zhi Yuan Shikai dian” 㠪㺷ьࠧ䴱, 276–277. Cf. also the discussion in Kataoka Kazutada 
1984, 292–293, and the summary in Murata 2005, 87.  
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are not able to form a state on their own. If the Manchurian emperor is removed from his throne, the 
Han territory, Mongolia, the Hui territory, and Tibet will fall apart.131 

For Yang Du, a member of the constitutional movement, all five ethnic groups were part of China. He 
also believed that jingoistic Han nationalism would mean the loss of large parts of Chinese territory. In 
his central text, the “Jintie zhuyi shuo” 䠇䩫ѱ㗟䃠 (“Theory of Gold-Ironism”, 1907), he argued:  

In regard to China’s role in today’s world, no part of the territories of the Han, Manchu, Mongols, Hui and 
Tibetans can be forsaken. In a similar way, no part of the population of the Han, Manchu, Mongols, Hui 
and Tibetans can be forsaken. Land, people and sovereign power must remain the same as before. If one of 
these factors is lost or changed, then the country itself is lost. […].This means that the form of the country 
cannot be changed, as well as its territory and its people. That the people (renmin) remain unchanged 
means that the five ethnicities of Han, Manchus, Mongols, Hui, and Tibetans are members of one nation 
(guomin). We must unite the five parts to one nation; we must not divide one nation into five parts.132 

Even if Yang Du did not use the slogan wuzu gonghe here, his intention was clear: The post-imperial 
territory of China should remain the same as in the imperial times. Such a definition corresponds to 
the principle of uti possidetis in international law, which says that imperial boundaries can be inherited, 
as stated in the draft constitution, Zhonghua minguo xianfa caoan ѣ㨥≇ു៨⌋㥿Ṿ, of October 
1913. In other words, imperial frontiers were simply transformed into national boundaries that de-
fined a national space of a national government.  

A similar, straight-forward equation of imperial and national order occurred when Yuan Shikai re-
stored imperial political rituals in 1914. Though he creatively combined modern and traditional forms of 
ritual, their purpose was to serve the new Republic. When he restored state religion, assumed the role of 
the High Priest in the Temple of Heaven (Tiantan ཟ), and finally conducted sacrifices to Heaven in 
December 1914, as the dynastic emperors had done before, he aimed to revive the traditional cosmology 
and in some way receive a proper mandate from heaven.133 The imperial rituals were conducted in the 
name of the people,134 and here again the concept of the citizen (guomin) replaced the more problematic 
term for race (minzu). The enmity towards ethnicities such as the Manchus and Mongols was supposed 
to disappear, and the attempt was made to create a unified nation.135 Similarly, Sun Yat-sen continued to 

 
__________________________ 

131  Wang Jingwei and Yang Du, “Guoshi gongjihui xuanyanshu fu jianzhang” ുӁާ☕ᴹᇙ䀶ᴮ䱺㉗ㄖ (“Manifesto and 
Statute of the Association for Support of National Concerns”), 538: ѣു㠠ᴿ៨அ亂Ⲳ⭕θുѣ䙸࠼⡨ੑѱ
៨Ƚ≇ѱ៨ޟ唞Ⱦੑѱ៨唞ҁ䀶ᴦφѣുҁുԛ┵╘㫏ഔ㰅ӊつӰ䳼ਾ㙂ᡆθ㙂㫏ഔ㰅Ӱҁ㜳㠽╘Ӱੂ

㲋жു᭵ᓒҁс㘻θޞᙹ┵⍨ੑѱ㗟㖾㑱ҁ㙩Ⱦ[…]Ⱦ㙂ެᡶ䄸乎ൕ㘻θѹਾӂॷӂ㺂ⴷȽ㫏ਚȽ㾵㰅Ƚഔ䜞
ㅿ㰟ኢ㙂䀶χ㤛╘Ӱԛӂॷӂ㺂ⴷ㠠жുθ䇀⡨≇ѱ᭵儊θжᱸޫᗻу㜳ᇐ㫏㰅θ㙂㫏㰅৾❗⦞жു

ҁθ┵⍨ੑѱৱփҁᱸθ╘㫏ഔ㰅࠼䴘ҁᱸȾThe aim of the Guoshi gongjihui was to negotiate between the 
radical revolutionaries and the members of the constitutional movement.  

132  Yang Du, “Jintie zhuyi shuo,” 304: ᭻ѣുҁ൞Ԁᰛь⮂θ╘┵㫏ഔ㰅ҁൕ൦уਥཧެж䜞θ╘┵㫏ഔ㰅ҁӰ≇у
ਥཧެж䜞θᗻֵൕ൦ྸ᭻θӰ≇ྸ᭻θ㎧⋱⅀ྸ᭻Ⱦп㘻ҁѣθуਥཧެж✿ᴿᡶ䇀ऋθുӗ⸙Ⱦ[…]Ⱦ⦼
ᡶ䄌㘻θുᖘуਥ䇀θ乎ൕуਥ䇀θӰ≇уਥ䇀ҕȾӰ≇уਥ䇀θു≇ҁ╘┵㫏ഔ㰅ӊᰅθռਥਾӊ

⡨жθ㙂уਥ࠼ж⡨ӊȾYang Du’s views were criticized by Zhang Taiyan in his “Zhonghua Minguo jie” and by 
Wang Dong ⊠  ᵻ(1890–1963) in his “Geming jinshi lun” 䶟ળԀघ䄌 (“On the current status of Revolution”, 1907). 
China was supposed to be the China of the Han, thus an exclusion of the Manchus was deemed necessary.  

133  For some details on the characteristics of this ritual, cf. Zarrow 2001.  
134  As reported in the newspaper Shibao, 21 December 1914, see here the discussion in Zarrow 2001, 169. 
135  Despite this, racial discrimination of the Manchus continued to persist after the successful revolution in 1911 and even 

after the founding of the Republic on 1 January 1912. See here Rhoads 2000.  
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discuss the issue of nationality and ethnicity long after 1912. Nine years after the founding of the Repub-
lic, he still emphasized in a speech at a meeting of the KMT in Canton the urgent need for the “Republic 
of the five ethnic groups,” which would now be achieved by means of assimilation (tonghua ੂौ): 

Our party must realize the ideal of nationalism (minzuzhuyi), its task is to assimilate the Manchus, Mon-
gols, Hui and Tibetans to our Han and create a state characterized by a great nationalism. Look at the 
United States, which is the strongest and richest nation-state (minzu guojia) in the world. America’s na-
tional unity is the unity of the whites and the blacks, which consist of thousands of ethnic groups. It is the 
most complex amalgamation of a multitude of ethnic groups. Since the founding of the United States, 
people from England, Holland, Germany and France have participated in this newly organized state. […]. 
Why is America not called England, Holland, France, Germany or Mei, but the United States of Ameri-
ca? The new nation in America is created by the assimilation (tonghua) of the British, Dutch, French and 
German, and the country is known as the United States of America. By combining various peoples, USA 
is shining and blooming today. […].  [Thus,] the United States of America should be a model for our par-
ty. […]. Brothers, an appropriate method [for China] would be to center on the Han, and to assimilate 
the other ethnicities into the nation by providing them with opportunities to be part of the new country. 
Just as in the example of USA, the Han ethnic group shall become the Chinese nation and create a per-
fect nation-state, and therefore – similar to USA in the western hemisphere – become a nationalist state 
on the eastern hemisphere of the earth.136 

What Sun intended to achieve with his 1921 speech has long been debated. Despite its racial rhetoric, 
including the non-Han ethnic groups in the young Chinese Republic in the speech was a skillful 
political move. Whether or not the non-Han Chinese accepted Sun’s plan was a completely different 
matter, however. To integrate non-Han ethnic groups into the Republic, Sun argued that language 
acquisition was of primary significance:  

If foreign ethnicities137 learn our language, they will be more easily assimilated by us, and after a long 
while they will become one ethnic group with us.138 

In his Sanminzhuyi п≇ѱ㗟 (Three Principles of the People, 1924), Sun uses zhong, zhongzu or ren-
zhong for race (in a biological sense), and cultural or ethnic differences within this biologistic category 

 
__________________________ 

136  Sun Yat-sen, Speech on 6 March 1921, “Zai Zhongguo Guomindang benbu teshe zhu Yue banshichu de yanshuo” ൞
ѣുു≇唞ᵢ䜞⢯䁣倆㋫䗜Ӂ㲋Ⲻ╊䃢, 473–474: ᵢ唞ቐ举൞≇ᰅѱ㗟рࣕڐཡθएֵ┵Ƚ㫏ȽഔȽ㰅ੂौ᯲
ᡇ╘ᰅθᡆжཝ≇ᰅѱ㗟ⲺുᇬȾ䂜ⵁᖲ㗄ുθ൞Ԁᰛ㲕でь⮂ᴶᕭȽᴶሂᓋ≇ᰅുᇬȾԌᓋ≇ᰅ㎆ਾθᴿ唇

つθᴿⲳつθᒴусᮮॷⲴつθ⛰ь⮂ѣ≇ᰅᴶཐᓋ䳼ਾ։Ⱦ㠠㗄ുുᇬᡆθᴿ㤧ുӰȽ㦭㱣ӰȽᗭുӰȽ

⌋ുӰθ৹ࣖޛԌᓋ㍺㒊ѣȾ[…]Ⱦԛ㗄ുуで㤧Ƚ㦭Ƚ⌋ȽᗭȽ㗄θ㙂で㗄ઘϋ㾷⸛㗄ᓋ᯦≇ᰅθ
ѹਾ㤧Ƚ㦭Ƚ⌋ȽᗭつӰੂौ᯲㗄㙂ᡆᓋ䂔θӜ䚟ᡆެ⛰㗄≇ᰅθ⛰㗄≇ᰅθѹᴿԀᰛݿ㨥⠜⡑ᓋ

㗄ുȾ[…]Ⱦᵢ唞ԛ㗄ു⛰ῒ⁙Ⱦ[…]Ⱦݺᕕ⨴൞ᜩᗍжف䃵ૂⲺᯯ⌋θᤵ╘ᰅּڐѣᗹθֵҁੂौ᯲ᡇθ
ќъ⛰ެԌ≇ᰅࣖޛᡇه㍺㒊ᔰുᓋₕᴹȾԵ㗄≇ᰅᓋ㿅⁗θሽ╘ᰅ᭯⡨ѣ㨥≇ᰅθ㍺ᡆжفᇂޞᓋ≇ᰅ

ുᇬθ㠽㗄ുੂ⛰ᶧ㾵ঀ⨹ӂཝ≇ᰅѱ㗟ⲺുᇬȾ 
137  Minzu should rather read ethnic group than race as proposed by d’Elia, which is much closer to the understanding of 

Sun Yat-sen as argued above. There are various translations of’s Sanminzhuyi, each with a differing degree of reliability. 
In the following, I use the least problematic one by Pascale d’Elia, which appeared first in French (1930) and then in an 
English version (1931). Though generally considered to be most precise translation, it is not sufficiently consistent with 
regard to some political concepts, such as nation. For this reason, I will modify it slightly if necessary.  

138  Sun Yat-sen (Sanminzhuyi, [1] 620; d’Elia 1974, 68–69) continues this argument by pointing out that if the Chinese 
learned a foreign language the foreigners would also more easily assimilate them: ྸ ᷒ཌּ≇ᰅᗍҼᡇهⲺ䃔䀶θᇯ
᱉㻡ᡇهौθѻ㙂ѻҁθ䙸ੂौᡆжف≇ᰅȾ 
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are defined by using zu or minzu. Of all the factors that define a nation, blood kinship is the most 
significant one. Yet this does not render the assimilation of non-Han impossible (assimilation refers 
here to their acceptance of the language, customs and religion of the ethnic majority). Though he is 
convinced of the national cohesion force of the 400 million Han who quite naturally share mode of 
living, language and religion, customs and habits, Sun marginalizes the ten million non-Han Chi-
nese.139 It is thus safe to say that while he observed a national consciousness in the Han (enforced by 
national education and propaganda), he also realized that including Mongols, Manchus and Tibetans 
would be more difficult to achieve – possibly due to rise in each of these ethnicities of an ethno-
national consciousness in the cause of future democratization and politicization. Despite his intuition, 
Sun was still largely convinced of the viability of assimilation, as shown by his reference to historical 
experiences in his Three Principles of the People:  

When the Yuan Dynasty conquered China, the Mongol race was not able to destroy the Chinese, but 
was, on the contrary, assimilated by them. The Chinese not only did not perish, but they absorbed the 
Mongols. The Manchu conquered China and governed it for 260 years, and still the Manchu race not 
only did not destroy the Chinese, but was assimilated by them. As a result, the Manchus became Chinese 
(Hanzu), as is shown by the fact that many Manchus added to their name a Chinese surname (Hanxing). 
For this reason, some scholars think that we can let the Japanese or the white people conquer China, for 
only if the Chinese absorbed the Japanese or the white people, the Chinese people can be at ease.140  

Sun’s reasoning is clearly an example of Han chauvinism. In his speeches and writings, China 
(Zhongguo) is largely equated with the Han, and not defined by categories of language, customs, or 
religion. Even ethnic differences do not play a role when it comes to a shared sense of nationality. Sun 
presents this ideal of a homogenous nation as a form of the American “melting pot”: 

The American nation has been built by merging various European races. After the liberation of the black 
slaves and the inclusion of millions of blacks from Africa, the USA became the most advanced, largest and 
richest nation in the world that has founded the first democracy and republican state in today’s world.141  

In commenting on Sun Yat-sen’s seeming idealization of the American model, And" Kumiko has argued 
against an unduly negative assessment of Sun’s statements. In her opinion, they are to be evaluated in a 
broader context and are primarily a critique of the European and Japanese imperialism, which also did 
not shy away from economic exploitation.142 And"’s view is supported by Sun’s second speech on nation-
alism in February 1924. Here, his call for national unity aims less at the assimilation of ethnic minorities 
(knowing that tonghua would be a manifestation of an outspoken Han chauvinism).143 Instead, he fo-

 
__________________________ 

139  Sun Yat-sen, Sanminzhuyi, [2] 187–188. 
140  Sanminzhuyi, [1] 627; d’Elia 1974, 80–81.: ൞ݹᵓޛѱѣുԛᗂθ㫏ਚ≇ᰅуռу㜳⎾⓻ѣുθਃ㻡ѣുӰੂ

ौȾѣുуռуӗθќъ੮᭬㫏ਚӰȾ┵⍨Ӱᖷᵃѣുθ㎧⋱ӂⲴޣॷཐᒪθ┵⍨≇ᰅҕ⋈ᴿ⎾⓻ѣുӰθਃ

⛰╘ᰅᡶੂौθ䇀ᡆ╘Ӱθ܅⨴൞䁧ཐ┵Ӱ䜳ࣖ╘ဉȾ ഖ⛰䙏ف᭻θ䁧ཐᆮ㘻ԛ⛰㑧䇉ᰛᵢӰᡌⲳӰּᖷ
ᵃѣുθѣുӰਠᴿ੮᭬ᰛᵢӰᡌⲳつӰⲺθѣുӰਥԛᆿᗹ㖭Ⱦ Liang Qichao shared this view in his opposition 
against the anti-Manchurian nationalism. Cf. here the discussion of his preference for Zhonghua minguo.  

141  Sun Yat-sen, Sanminzhuyi, [2] 187: ৾㗄ҁ≇ᰅθѹਾↆ⍨ҁつᰅ㙂⟊߬⛰ж⡆㘻ҕȾ㠠᭴唇ྪҁᗂθ
᭬੮ᮮⲴ㩢䶔⍨ҁ唇つ㙂ੂौҁθᡆ⡨ь⮂жᴶ䙨↛ȽᴶٿཝȽᴶሂᕭҁ≇ᰅθ⛰Ԁь≇⅀ާૂҁݹ⾌Ⱦ 

142  And" Kumiko 2005.  
143  This was the case for the 1920s. In the Xinhai period, the call for tonghua aimed at achieving a true equality of the 

ethnicities. In 1912, the historian and linguist Wu Guanyin ੩䋡ഖ (1879–1936) published a serial article in the journal 
Yongyan ᓮ䀶 (co-edited by Liang Qichao) entitled “Wuzu tonghua lun” ӊᰅੂौ䄌�(“On achieving equal status of 
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cused his attention on turning “the heap of loose sand” of former imperial China into the true national 
unity of the New Chinese Republic. He had recognized the need of his country to develop a strong na-
tional consciousness, and thus presented a more tolerant, yet no less ideological, nationalism.  

This is even the case in Sun’s third speech on Nationalism, where he attributes the origin of modern 
nationalism to the opposition to the Manchus. Yet, when he laments that the Mongols and Manchus 
had conquered China (Sun speaks here of zhengfu ᖷ  ain his first and third speech on nationalism), he 
does not mean – despite his own expressed animosity towards the Manchus in the third speech – that the 
eras of Yuan and Qing Dynasty were not part of Chinese history. Indeed, he conceptually equates min-
zuzhuyi with guozuzhuyi, pointing out this equation can only be applied to China: 

When I say that the racial Demism [minzuzhuyi] is the racial nationalism [guozuzhuyi], that holds 
true for China but not for foreign nations. Foreigners make a difference between race and nation. In 
English, the word “nation” [naxun] is used to designate the race. But the word “nation” has two mean-
ings: it signifies race [minzu] and it signifies nation [guojia]. Although that word has two different 
meanings, still they are very distinct and should not be confused. In Chinese, there are many characters 
which have two meanings. Thus the two characters ⽴ᴹ [she-hui] are used to designate a group of 
men and an organized society. “Race” [minzu] and “nation” [guojia] have, of course, many mutual re-
lations which cannot easily be separated. But still, they have some sharply defined limits which make it 
necessary to distinguish carefully between the nation and the race. Why do I say that the statement, 
“the race [minzu] is the nation [guozu]” holds true for China only but not for foreign nations? Be-
cause in China, since the time of the Chin 〜 (255–206 B. C.) and of the Han ╘ (206 B.C.–221 A. 
D.) dynasties, one sole race has developed into one single nation. 144 

In foreign countries, there are cases where one race has founded several nations, and other cases 
where there are several races within one certain nation. Take, for instance, England, the strongest na-
tion of the world at the present time. It is the white race which is the fundamental race of that nation; 
(that white race) united to the black and to the brown races forms the “Empire of Great Britain”. 
Hence, to say that “the race is the nation” is an incorrect statement in regard to England. Here is an-
other example. Hong Kong is a British possession. Among its races there are hundreds of thousands of 
Chinese. Hence, if we were to say that the English nation of Hong Kong is a race, that statement 
would be incorrect. Another example. India is also an English possession. In speaking of the English 

 
__________________________ 

the five ethnicities”). He argues that a new collective had to be created that took into account the shared history of the 
five ethnicities, including their shared descent, which had now evolved into a Chinese nation (Zhonghua minzu): in-
stead of restoring racial boundaries, universal citizenship should be pursued. Wu had studied politics at Waseda Univer-
sity, where he published in 1909 together with Zhang Junmai ᕫੑध (1886–1969) the journal Xianzheng xinzhi ៨᭵
᯦ᘍ. Though being a member, Wu did not share the radical stance of the Tongmenghui.  

144  Sun Yat-sen, Sanminzhuyi, [2] 185–186; d’Elia 1974, 65–66: ᡇ䃠≇ᰅѱ㗟ቧᱥുᰅѱ㗟θ൞ѣുᱥ䚟⮬Ⲻθ൞ཌു
つ䀙䠁φжᱥ≇ᰅθжޟᆍᴿفθ㤧ᮽѣ≇ᰅⲺ䂔ᱥ�“ଠ䚒�”Η�“ଠ䚒�”䙏ж࡛࠼ᴿу䚟⮬ȾཌുӰ䃠≇ᰅૂുᇬ
ᱥുᇬȾ䙏жفᆍ䴌❬ᴿفޟᝅᙓθռᱥԌⲺ䀙䠁䶔ᑮᾐθуᇯ᱉ҸȾ൞ѣുᮽѣθжفᆍᴿޟつ䀙䠁Ⲻᖾ

ཐθྸ⽴ᴹفޟᆍθቧᴿޟつ⭞⌋θжفᱥж㡢Ӱ㗚㙂䀶θжفᱥжつᴿ㍺㒊Ⲻൎ儊㙂䀶Ⱦᵢּ≇ᰅ㠽ുᇬ

ҁ䯉ӈ䰒㌱ᖾཐθуᇯ᱉࠼䯁Ηռᱥ⮬ѣሜ൞ᴿжᇐ⮂䲆θᡇهᗻ举࠼䯁Ӷ哲ᱥുᇬθӶ哲ᱥ≇ᰅȾᡇ䃠≇ᰅቧ

ᱥുᰅθԛ൞ѣുᱥ䚟⮬θ൞ཌുу䚟⮬ઘϋഖ⛰ѣു㠠〜╘㙂θ䜳ᱥжف≇ᰅ䙖ᡆжുفᇬΗཌുᴿжف

≇ᰅ䙖ᡆᒴുفᇬⲺθᴿ൞жുفᇬҁޝᴿᒴف≇ᰅⲺȾ܅㤧ുᱥ⨴൞ь⮂р丸ᕭⲺുᇬθԌޝുهⲺ≇ᰅᱥ⭞ⲳ

Ӱ⛰ᵢփθ㎆ਾἋӰ唇Ӱㅿ≇ᰅθᢃᡆ�“ཝуࡍ云ᑓു�”Ηᡶԛ൞㤧ു䃠≇ᰅቧᱥുᰅθ䙏жਛ䂧у䚟⮬Ⱦ܅߃俏
⑥θᱥ㤧ുⲺ乎ൕθެѣⲺ≇ᰅθᴿᒴॷ㩢ӰᱥѣുⲺ╘Ӱ৹ࣖ൞ޝΗྸ᷒䃠俏⑥Ⲻ㤧ുുᰅቧᱥ≇ᰅθу䚟

⮬Ⱦ৾܅দᓜθ⨴൞ҕᱥ㤧ുⲺ乎ൕθ䃠ࡦ㤧ുുᰅ䎭ּθ⮬ѣᴿп㩢㩢ӊॹ㩢দᓜӰΗྸ᷒䃠দᓜⲺ㤧ുു

ᰅθቧᱥ≇ᰅθҕᱥу䚟⮬Ⱦཝᇬ䜳⸛䚉㤧ുⲺะᵢ≇ᰅᱥ�“ⴄṲ冥ށ䚒�”ӰΗռᱥ�“ⴄṲ冥ށ䚒�”Ӱθу⽽㤧ുᴿ
䙏つ≇ᰅθቧᱥ㗄ുҕᴿᖾཐ�“ⴄṲ冥ށ䚒�”Ӱθᡶԛ൞ཌുу㜳䃠≇ᰅቧᱥുᰅȾ 
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nation, (it is necessary to know) that it comprises 350,000,000 Hindus. Thus it would be incorrect to 
say that the English nation of India is a race. Everyone knows that the original population of England 
belonged to the Anglo-Saxon race. But England is not the only representative of the Anglo-Saxon race; 
the population of the United States is also in great part Anglo-Saxon. Therefore we cannot say of a 
foreign nation that “the race is the nation”.145 

In 1942, the anthropologist Rui Yifu 㣤䙮ཡ (1898–1990) adopted this definition of Chinese nation, 
pointing out in his “Zhonghua guozu jie” ѣ㨥ുᰅ䀙 (“Explanation of the Chinese Nation”) that 
Sun Yat-sen’s notion of guozu and minzu were alike, as were minzu and guojia.146 It is important to 
point out that Rui – while strongly believing in the trinity of Zhonghua guozu, Zhonghua minzu and 
Zhonghua guojia – actually prefers Zhonghua guozu to the more wide-spread term Zhonghua minzu. 
While guozu – the state-nation – denotes the primacy of the state by emphasizing the unity of China 
(Zhongguo) and its ethnicities (minzu), the latter term is believed to have been coined by Liang 
Qichao in his 1905 text “Lishishang Zhongguo minzu zhi guancha” ↭ਨрѣു≇ᰅҁ㿶ሕ (“Ob-
servations on the Chinese minzu in History”) and used interchangeably with Zhongguo minzu.147 
According to Liang, Zhongguo minzu was a broader concept than Zhonghua minzu. The latter de-
notes the Han ethnicity (thus being a collective singular – Kollektivsingular – in the sense of 
Koselleck), whereas Zhongguo minzu is a term that integrates non-Han ethnicities (as propagated with 
Liang’s greater nationalism, da minzuzhuyi).148 Despite this insight, Zhonghua minzu became more 
prevalent. This was not simply due to the fact that ethnicity was a greater concern (exemplary here is 
Zhang Taiyan’s use of Zhonghua in his 1907 “Zhonghua Minguo jie” ѣ㨥≇ു䀙�(“Explanations of 
the Chinese Republic”), or because the term emphasized the need for assimilation (tonghua) for the 
nation-to-be. Instead, it reflected better the historical fact that the Chinese nation was from its begin-
ning a hybrid, as Liang put it 1905 in his “Observations on Chinese minzu”:  

The Chinese nation of today has from its beginning never been mono-ethnic, but was actually created 
by a blending of several ethnicities.149  

To conclude, even the less radical nationalists in the conservative camp tended to use an ethnicized 
term for nation. Zhonghua combined the two words Zhongguo ѣു and huaxia 㨥ཅ, i.e. territory 
with ethnicity, yet without excluding particular ethnic groups from being an inalienable part of China 
(similar to Yang Du in his “Theory of Gold-Ironism”). Although Liang now preferred Zhonghua 
minzu to Zhongguo minzu, it was not simply due to a lexical difference, but also a conceptual one that 
accorded with the perceived historical situation.150  

 
__________________________ 

145  Sun Yat-sen, Sanminzhuyi, [2] 185–186; d’Elia 1974, 65–66.  
146  Rui Yifu, “Zhonghua guozu jie,” 4: ⭧ѣኧݾ⭕ҁ䃠θɉുᰅɊૂɉ≇ᰅɊᱥੂⲺχ㙂ɉ≇ᰅɊૂɉുᇬɊҕਥ

䃠ᱥੂⲺȾ䙏пف䂔൞㾵ᮽᵢੂ֒ж䂔φзᮽ֒ Nationemθ㤧ȽᗭȽ⌋ᮽќ֒ NationȾᡶԛᡇ్ԛ⛰
ѣ㨥ുᰅȽѣ㨥≇ᰅૂѣ㨥ുᇬпفで䄸θਥԛ䃠ᱥɉпփж儊ɊȾ 

147  Huang Xingtao 2002.  
148  Zhongguo minzu is used here in the sense of Zhongguo zhi minzu ѣുҁ≇ᰅ, i.e. ethnicities of China (and not Chinese 

ethnicities).  
149  Liang Qichao, “Lishishang Zhongguo minzu zhi guancha”, no. 65, 47: ⨴Ԁҁѣ㨥≇ᰅ㠠ခᵢ䶔жᰅθሜ⭧ཐᮮ≇ᰅ

ਾ㙂ᡆȾ 
150  For Huang Xingtao 2002, Zhonghua minzu already implied that China was defined by the triad of state, territory and 

ethnicity (ുᇬȽ൦ตȽᰅ五), a consciousness that had developed since the Ming-Qing period.  
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If Sun Yat-sen claims in his speeches on “racial demism” (minzuzhuyi) that many words in the 
Chinese language are polysemantic and that race (minzu) equals nation (guozu), he still recognizes the 
need to distinguish the latter terms from the state (guojia): 

The race was formed by natural forces; the nation151 was formed by military forces. The political histo-
ry of China will furnish proof. The Chinese say: “The royal way consists in following nature”;152 in 
other words, “Nature is the royal way”. The group formed by the royal way is the race. An armed force 
is the “way of might”. A group molded by the way of might is a nation.153 

While European governments appear to enlarge their territory with imperialist measures and base 
their rule on violence (badao 䵮䚉) when establishing their nation-state, China is presented here as a 
civilized nation that was created by means of the royal way (wangdao ⧁䚉). By conceiving the nation 
as a natural phenomenon, Sun is able to convey a sense of inescapability. To define nation differently 
than he does would go against nature. In other words, even if China consisted of various ethnic groups 
(minzu), it is still only one nation (minzu). Even if the term minzu appears ambivalent, when com-
bined with the term Zhonghua it creates the perfect collective singular (Kollektivsingular) for forming 
a convincing collective consciousness.  

The political reality, however, looked different. During the 1930s and 1940s, a similar use of 
force and political pressure may be observed with regard to the national policy of the KMT, as the 
assimilation of ethnic minorities was considered an appropriate means for maintaining stability. As 
seen above, the integration of ethnic minorities into the community of Zhonghua minzu ѣ㨥≇ᰅ 
followed the American model of the melting pot. Chiang Kai-shek propagated this strategy on a 
nation-wide scale in his 1943 work Zhongguo zhi mingyun ѣുҁળ䚁 (China’s Destiny).154 The 
KMT tried to establish a nation-state by continuing the policy of Hanhua (turning ethnic minorities 
into Han Chinese), but had only limited success.155 While the melting pot could easily be unmasked as 
an ideological endeavor, the historical rationale for the claim that all ethnicities (minzu) were part of 
China was more complex, especially since new disciplines such as anthropology and ethnology had 
gained ground.  

A relatively successful rationale – at least on a rhetorical level – was formed by means of an awk-
ward combination of national genealogy with the findings of modern paleoanthropology. Xiong Shili 
⟀ॷ (1885–1968), a Buddhist scholar and well-versed expert in classical studies, managed to com-
bine the 1929 discovery of the Peking Man (Sinanthropus pekinensis, Zhoukoudian yuanren) by Pei 

 
__________________________ 

151  The translation by d’Elia is not quite precise as it renders guojia as nation. His translation makes only sense if guojia is 
understood here as a state-nation, and not in an ethnic sense (as this would rather be termed minzu). In addition, the 
translation of the quote beforehand is also somewhat misleading when d’Elia renders both guojia and guozu as nation, 
and understands minzu as either population or race.  

152  The origin of this saying is unknown and most probably a colloquial saying.  
153  Sun Yat-sen, Sanminzhuyi, [1] 618; d’Elia 1974, 66: ≇ᰅᱥ⭧᯲ཟ❬䙖ᡆⲺθുᇬᱥ⭞↜䙖ᡆⲺȾ⭞ѣുⲺ᭵

⋱↭ਨּ䅿᱄θѣുӰ䃠⧁䚉ᱥ丼҄㠠❬θᨑжਛ䂧䃠θ㠠❬ᱥ⧁䚉Ⱦ⭞⧁䚉䙖ᡆⲺൎ儊θᱥ≇ᰅȾ↜

ቧᱥ䵮䚉θ⭞䵮䚉䙖ᡆⲺൎ儊θᱥുᇬȾ 
154  See Chiang Kai-shek 1947, 6, especially 3–24, where Chiang argues that only a unity of Han and Manchu could ensure the 

survival of the Chinese nation (Zhonghua Nation). This book was written by the party historian Tao Xisheng 䲬ᑂ㚌 
(1899–1988) and enjoyed a great circulation as it was declared required reading for students, soldiers and party members.  

155  Leibold 2007 has shown how the KMT struggled to create a sense of racial unity in the Republican era by promoting 
the myth of consanguity. 
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Wenzhong 㼪ᮽѣ (1904–1982) with the figure of the national ancestor Yellow Emperor in such a 
way that the non-Han ethnicities residing on Chinese territory could similarly be declared his de-
scendants. Xiong argued in his influential piece “Zhonghua minzu tuiyuan” ѣുつᰅ᧞ (“Tracing 
the origin of the Zhonghua race”) that the five ethnic groups which had been considered separately for 
so long actually have a common ancestor, namely, the Peking Man, with the four ethnic minorities 
descending from the Han.156 His ethnogenealogy oriented itself to earlier ones, which originate in the 
Shiji ਨ䁎 by Sima Qian ਮ俢䚭. Xiong, however, was able to provide what he considered scientific 
evidence:  

Looking at the division of the Hua ethnic group (into different sub-groups), the Peking Man can be 
called our prehistoric ancestor…Among the descendants of the Peking Man, one lineage has stayed in 
the Holy Land,157 today known as the Han. One lineage has spread into the northeast, formerly 
known as the Eastern Tartars, and today as the Manchus. Another lineage has spread to the north into 
Outer and Inner Mongolia. These are the Mongols, formerly called the Huns. Another lineage has 
spread in the northwest, into the provinces Gansu and Xinjiang, and even continued to Central Asia. 
This is the ethnic group of the Hui, formerly called the Di. Another lineage has spread into Tibet and 
Qinghai, today’s Tibetans, who were formerly the western Qiang. Since archaeology has discovered 
the Peking Man, we know that all five ethnic groups are of the same origin. In other words, the five 
ethnic groups (wuzu) all descended from the Peking Man. The proof is clear and indisputable.158  

Although Xiong refers here to historical sources such as the Shiji and the Shangshu ቐᴮ that had long 
been declared questionable by Gu Jiegang 亝乗 (1893–1980) in his Gushibian ਚਨ䗞, the link to 
the modern science of paleoanthropology lent him the necessary credibility to finally silence his crit-
ics.159 In the following decades, China and the Chinese represented a nation with a monolithic (yiyu-
ande жݹⲺ) and homophyletic (tonggende ੂṯⲺ) character: The common origin of all the ethnic 
groups was made irrefutable, a view that was shared and propagated successfully after 1949 by the 
anthropologist Fei Xiaotong 䋱ᆓ䙐 (1910–2005) in his 1989 volume Zhonghua minzu duoyuan yiti 
geju ѣ≇ᰅཐݹж։Ṳቶ�(“The Plurality and Organic Unity of the Zhonghua minzu”).160 Post-
1949 thinkers and politicians simply reproduced the conceptual obscurity of minzu when the ethnic 
classification project (minzu shibie) of the CCP in the 1950s had to create plausible communities that 
mainly – though not necessarily – relied on language, clothing style and social customs to define an 
ethnic group (minzu). This project relied primarily on Stalin’s 1913 definition of nation that read:  

 
__________________________ 

156  Xiong Shili, “Zhonghua minzu tuiyuan,” 33. See also Sautman 2001 and Leibold 2006.  
157  Shenzhou, or divine continent, is a traditional name for China that has been in use since the Warring States era (475–

221 BC).  
158  Xiong Shili, “Zhonghua minzu tuiyuan,” 18–19: ᭻ቧੴ㨥ᰅ࠼⍴ҁᖘ᧞③Ⱦ൞危ਚᱸԙҁ⾌ݾθу⛰्

ӢӰδᝅד↚्ӢӰθ㙂⭞⡨ѣു䚖ਚつ五ҁ䙐でεȾ↚्ӢӰҁᆆᆡθж᭥⮏᯲⾔ᐔᵢ䜞㘻θԀᡶ䄸╘

ᰅᱥҕȾж᭥㭹㺃᯲ᶧ्㘻θԀᡶ䄸┵ᰅθਚҁᶧ㜗ㅿᱥҕȾж᭥㭹㺃᯲ᵊ्θཌ㫏ਚㅿ൦ตθԀᡶ䄸

㫏ਚҁाྪㅿᱥҕȾж᭥㭹㺃᯲㾵्⭎᯦䄮ⴷθќ㭉ᔬ᯲ѣӔ㍦Ӕㅿ൦ตθԀᡶ䄸ഔᰅθਚҁ≆ᰅᱥҕȾж

᭥㭹㺃᯲㾵㰅䶈⎭ㅿ൦ตθԀᡶ䄸㰅ᰅθਚҁ㾵㗂ᱥҕȾ㠠㘹ਚᆮᇬⲲ㿁्ӢӰθ㙂ᗂ⸛ੴӊᰅᵢ㠠ੂⓆȾ

᱉䀶ҁθӊᰅ㹶㎧θੂ࠰᯲्ӢӰȾ↚ެ䅿ᬐᕭ❗ਥᩌྠ㘻Ⱦ  
159  Among them Gu Jiegang who had argued in his Gushibian that the Yellow Emperor was merely a mythical figure that 

could hardly be called a national ancestor. See here Matten 2009, 141–143.  
160  For a discussion of this book, see Sakamoto Hiroko 2004, 207–228.  
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A nation is a historically constituted, stable community of people formed on the basis of a common 
language, territory, economic life and psychological make-up manifested in a common culture.161  

In order to retain the image of the plural singularity of the Zhonghua minzu, both anthropologists and 
ethnologists in the PR China, then and now, have clung equally to the unity and diversity of the Peo-
ple’s Republic, and have also occasionally not shied away from creating ethnic groups when it served a 
political purpose,162 or from even making them disappear from the national census.163 

The objection of Sun Yat-sen and Rui Yifu that the Western concept of nation could not be di-
rectly applied to China thus made perfect sense here. The analysis above has shown that minzu – being 
the most predominant translation of nation – could only be sustained if the European concept of the 
nation could be reconciled with the political and ethnic reality of the Chinese empire. This is still 
visible today, as evidenced, for instance, by the efforts of the current PRC government to prove that 
regions such as Tibet, Xinjiang and Tibet belong inseparably to China. The central problem surround-
ing the territorial continuity of China during its transformation from an empire to a nation-state had 
very much to do with the fact that the new form of political order – the nation-state – had made its 
way from Europe to an East Asian civilization. In the history of the European nation-states, nationalist 
movements aspired to establish a political order that was characterized by a congruence of an ethnical-
ly (racially, culturally) defined nation and state. If one nation was represented by a state and formed a 
nation-state, freedom and authenticity were guaranteed: Only if a nation had a state would it be able 
to participate equally in the international community. The Chinese Republic pursued this aim explic-
itly in their modernization project, but was soon confronted by political reality when non-Han ethnic 
groups gained an ethnical consciousness that claimed their own national representation (the inde-
pendence of movements in Tibet and Mongolia all emerged in the decade after the demise of the Qing 
Empire).  

Similar to the situation in the Qing period – when the Yongzheng Emperor encountered re-
sistance by those who favored a restoration of Ming rule164 – the young Republic had to prove that 
Han rule was legitimate for the whole of China that included the regions inhabited by non-Han 
Chinese, as well as the People’s Republic a few decades later. While the reasoning differed according to 
the political view (the Republic favored assimilation by creating a narrative of consanguity, which 
became an important idea reinforced in the war against Japan; the People’s Republic preferred the idea 
of a multiracial origin of the Zhonghua minzu), the final argument was that, by allowing the state to 
define the nation exclusively,165 Han rule was legitimate if the right system prevailed, ethnic and cul-
tural differences notwithstanding. The same logic has been reproduced in the People’s Republic of 
China, which has been able to promote a greater degree of minzu plurality than Chiang Kai-shek 
could before 1949. Today, the ideal national consciousness of Zhonghua minzu is one without refer-
ence to ethnic, racial or religious differences among the minzus that are part of it. Only Zhonghua 

 
__________________________ 

161  Stalin, “Marxism and the National Question.” Originally published 1913. Here quoted after Hutchinson and Smith 
1994, 20. On the minzu shibie project cf. Mullaney 2011.  

162  On the invention of the Zhuang as an ethnic minority see Kaup 2000.  
163  Shown by Mullaney 2011 with the case of the Nong ethnicity. Those ethnic groups that are left out of the ethnotaxonomic 

system nowadays tend to use the Taiwanese term zuqun ᰅ㗚 as a more appropriate and less sensitive denomination. 
164  Famous here is the Zeng Jing inquisition case, see Matten 2009.  
165  Fitzgerald 1995.  
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minzu as a multiethnic collective can claim political representation, not the ethnicities (minzu) them-
selves. James Leibold (2007) has shown in this context how the CCP was successful in “domestizing” 
the minzu, unifying the Chinese multiracial nation under the party’s leadership for the fight against 
Western imperialism. For this reason, the preference to use Zhonghua minzu results from the declared 
need to formulate a collective singular that is highly inclusive and able to incorporate different ethnic 
groups into one nation. Those in political control are both responsible and morally obliged to repre-
sent the people (guomin, renmin) and protect their interests. Political rule is thus universal and can be 
exercised over a heterogeneous polity. In terms of territoriality, the extent of rule is – in contrast to the 
imperial age – limited by the boundaries of the national territory, a territory though that was inherited 
from the Qing. While territorial continuity was easily accepted by Han Chinese, continuity with 
regard to identity – which was due to the idea of defining the nation in racial/ethnic or civic terms – 
was not. These definitions were either exclusive (as with minzu) or inclusive (as with guomin, guojia, 
guozu); they either emphasized or downplayed differences in ethnicity, culture or religion among 
national subgroups. Making both congruent, that is, creating a polity where nation and state are in 
harmony, was an arduous task as late imperial nationalists had discovered early on. Even before the 
official founding of the first republic in Asia – which from its beginning aspired to become a nation-
state – they realized that it was difficult to apply the Western concept of nation to the Chinese con-
text. Sun Yat-sen, for instance, pointed out that equating minzu and guozu only made sense in the 
Chinese context. The scholar Wang Ke explains that the success of nationalism in China was never-
theless due to a conceptual misunderstanding (wuhui 䃚ᴹ) that occurred in the process of appropri-
ating the nation concept.166 He points out that while the Western notion of nation made perfect sense 
for an ethnically homogeneous nation such as Japan,167 its transfer from Japan to China did not, be-
cause the latter was entity that kept its multiethnic character when transforming from an empire to a 
nation.168 Contrary to his findings, I would argue that the impressive history of the nation concept as a 
principle of political order is the result of the conceptual creativity in the minds of Chinese national 
thinkers. They maintained minzu’s obscurity in their efforts to propagate their ideal of plurality for the 
sake of a kind of national unity that involved both territory and identity, even if it meant that slogans 
such as “Zhongguozhe wu Zhongguoren zhi Zhongguo” ѣു㘻ੴѣുӰҁѣു��“China is the 
China of the Chinese”)169 – popular since the end of the Qing period – would avoid the term minzu 
and be used rather in an ideological fashion. In the end, expressions like “We Chinese” (women 
Zhongguoren) and Zhonghua minzu are conceptually understood in a highly de-ethnicized sense, even 
if the term might tell a different story.  
 

 
__________________________ 

166  Wang Ke 2003 and 2006.  
167  The assumption of ethnic homogeneity in Japan has already been refuted by John Lie (2001). 
168  Wang Ke 2001.  
169  See here the discussion in Duli shuo ⦞䃠, in: Qingyi bao no. 58 (24 September 1900).  
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